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WOULD INVESTIGATE
FORESTRY AFFAIRS NEW RAILROAD

BIG OCEAN LINER

Colorado Senator Wants Commission
Appointed to Look Into Matters.

Wireless Messages Telling of Accident Bring. Speedy Assistance.

Washington, Jan. 23. Senator Guggenheim will introduce a resolution in
the Senate soon, providing for creation of a commission to investigate
complaints
prevalent in the West
against the methods of forest reserve
administration. The commission, if
his resolution is adopted, will consist
selected by the
of three members
and the speakSenate
of
the
president
er of the House, who shall have speE
cial knowledge of the forestry laws
and of conditions prevailing in west-

Superintendent of
Public Instruction
In Special Letter
ITS

JUB6ES

Should Be a Gala Day as
Lincoln's Birthday is
Concurrent.
J. E. Clark, territorial superintendent of public instruction has just issued a Flag Day booklet entitled
toand the Flag," containing,
selections
of
number
gether with a
suitable for recitations and readings,
patriotic songs for use on "Flag Day."
The publication contains the picture of
Abraham Lincoln and a quotation
from the martyred president "This
country, with its institutions, belongs
to the people who inhabit it.".
This booklet, has been sent to the
teachers of the territory through the
county commissioners and Superintendent Clark in the following letter
urges the importance of observing
"Flag Day." The letter follows:
To the Teachers of New Mexico.
February twelfth, nineteen hundred
and nine, is the hundredth anniversary
"Lin--col-

ul uits uu in Ji uie

uicut Aiuei ii.au,

n

Abraham Lincoln, and we would urge
upon you that you prepare fitting
school exercises for the occasion linger the head "Lincoln and the Flag."
Our Territorial law designates February twelfth as "Flag Day" and
states that the day "shall be observed
with patriotic exercises in the public
schools, but such day shall in no wise
be construed to be a holiday."
The following program is prepared
and issued with a View to helping you
in the arrangement of your Flag Day
exercises. It is not expected that you
will use all of the material presented,
but this will be suggestive at least.
You nay find other selections more
suited to certain children who will
participate. Aim to have every child
take part in the program in some
way; if not in individual recitation or
song, then in concert recitation, song,
or exercise.
If your board of school directors ftas
complied with Chapter XLVI1I, Laws
of 1905, you have a good flag for use
on "Flag Day." If you have no flag,
please call the attention of your directors to the law. The children will be
pleased to help decorate the school
,

'

'

NO. 293

ern, states.
The commission v.Jll be charged
with the duty of making careful inquiry iruo the control and administration of national JYrests, sales of
timber raining lenr.es and concessions,
fevazing permits and similar matters.
It will hold meetings at convenient
places in states containing national
forests for the purpose of hearing
uuu.aniu,, rn.mciiic.Ha uuu auKSc
nuns iruin lusiueuis ui sunn biuibs
and will be required to make report
to Congress by December next, pointing out the faults and advantages of
the present forest administration, and
recommending changes if necessary.,
Separate Classification of Jews Re-

RAMMED JN FOG LIVELY

FOR ROSWELL

Work in Earnest on Two Italians
Paso
Line

Per-

petrate Sensational Robbery

Altus-E- l

i

SEIZE

BAG0F

MONEY

Prosperity for the Gem City Police Follow In Close Purof the Pecos Valley is
suit Forcing Culprits
Now Assured
to Suicide.
S. P. Denning, a we'l known contractor of Roswell, and J. H. Eldrtdge,
an attorney In that bustlim; artesian
City, left for their home this afternoon
vja the ganta F(J Cntml tli,Hway to
Torrance where the1;- own automobile
awaits them. Mr. Eldrldge while here
took the oath, as ri n ,ti lc r of '..e
New Mexico bar,' 1mm;; lin--

i

admitted,

Both

g; ni'.pinen,

naturally, are very e lihushstic about
Roswell and its future, cspf ially.
jected.
since they bring assurance that actuColorado's junior senator appeared al construction wovk Is being puMied
before the conference committee on on the Altus, Roswell and LI Paso
the census bill and secured rejection Railway, for which the citizens of
of an amendment providing for classi- Roswell raised a bounty of ? 100,000.
miles of the road out of
fication of Jewish people as a separ- Twenty-siate race, regardless of birth, in the Altus, are being operate! already,
and construction work is to lie puslud
United States.
both from Roswell and from the Al
tus terminal, where the road connects
wu
JUSTICE
WAS COLOR BLIND with the Frisco system. Ona hundred
and fifty teams are at work on the
Roswell
end and these Till soon be
22.
Richmond, Va., Jan.
Eighteen
years in the penitentiary, such was increased to four hundrel. What a
the extreme punishment inflicted new railroad will mean for the development of Roswell can easily be gruged
upon Marcus Lindsay and wife, the
for it is the garden spot of the southlatter a negress.
west
and the resources of the
woLindsay is the son of a white
country are pra3t'.callv limman and, although he believed he had
The
itless.
visitors were much pleasnegro blood in his veins and associated with members of that race, the ed with what they saw in Santa Fe,
court held that he had enough Cau- and were especially surprised to find
so beautiful a capitol built at a exit
casion blood to be
white.
x

'

-

legally

TWENTY NJURED

so much below

that which Mr.

Den-

London, Jan. 23. Five persons are
dead and more than twenty others are
in the hospitals at Walthainstow, a
suburb, as a result of a sensational attempt today, by two Italians, at highway robbery. The Italians were run
down and surrounded by a posse when
they finally committed suicide. Three
of their victims, including a policeman
and a young boy, lie dead. Two policemen and three boys are among the
wounded.
The Italians had been discharged
from work and planned revenge. They
lay in wait near a factory and seized
the bag of money containing
the
week's pay of all the hands and start
ed to dash down the street. The pol
ice wore summoned
and started in
pursuit in a motor car. As they ap
proached the Italians opened fire
with automatic pistols. A number- of
boys on the street were shot down.
The Italians boarded a trolley car and
forced the drivers to go at fujl speed.
The police automobile came flying
in pursuit. Near the Totenham marsh
es, the Italians jumped from the car
which had slowed down at their command, and sought out a position in
the marshes for their last stand. Several hundred laboring men had joined the police and all advanced upon
the robbers. Seeing their position
hopeless, the Italians turned their
weapons upon themselves, ending
their lives.

Lindsay recently was married to
who is an experienced building
Sophia Jones, a negress, the widow of ning,
another negro, and has since lived contractor, estimated to have been at
with her. The two were indicted on least a half million dollar.!. Lth APPROPRIATED
$50,000
the charge that Lindsay, a white man, visitors expressed the belief that an
Mexico
New
Central:
extensionof
the
FOR LINCOLN MEMORIAL
married a negress and because Sofrom Torrance, would be not
phia married a white man, the law system
mutually beneficial to Santa Fe
Generous Also
Becomes
prohibiting intermarriage between the only
Roswell
and
but would also be a Senate
races.
Resolution
Making FebruAdopts
from the start, for
The judge declared, however, that paying proposition
12th a Legal Holiday.
ary
Roswell wants coal and Santa Fe
while he was forced to pronounced
wants products of the Pecos Valley.
sentence, he would petition the govWashington, D. ., Jan. 22 By a
ernor to pardon the prisoners, but
vote of 4G to 24 tha, Senate today
upon the condition that all marital LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY
adopted Senator Knox's amendment to
relations between them should cease.
A LEGAL HOLIDAY the Lincoln centennary resolution
$50,000 for a survey of "the
MURDERER ESCAPES.
Lincoln way" between Washington
Sends
Governor
Communication
Curry
23
SherMinneapolis, Minn., Jan.
and Gettysburg and declaring the act
to Legislature Suggesting the
man W. Morris, a'ias Shercliffe, was
to be with a view to the construction
Matter.
acquitted today of robbing a sleeping
of a suitable memorial to Abraham-Lincolcar on the Northern Pacific a year
ago. He was being taken to the ColoIn order that New Mexicp shall not
The amendment by Mr. Newlands
rado penitentiary to serve a sentence be behind the various states in the
for murder at Leadville, but escaped Union, Governor Curry has addressed to create a "council of arts" to confrom the deputy, who had him in the following communication to the sider plans for the highway was voted

room with green, and will be able to
bring you flags of all sizes from home
for use on this occasion. Enter into
the preparation of these exercises
with the fullest spirit and be assured
of success. Instil patriotism; implant
the genuine respect for our flag; teach
the real meaning of the flag; have a
charge.
joyous and profitable time.
Do hot fail to have the school house
filled with patrons on this day. Use
every attractive means to let it be
known that the presence of the parents is much desired. Make the occasion an educational rally. Ask certain patrons to speak at the close of
LYNCHES
the exercises. Arouse interest in the
local school while strengthening the

Council:
Hon. Charles A. Spiess,
President of the Council, 3Sth Legislative Assembly.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Sir: I have the honor to enclose
from Mr.
herein a communication
Jacob Weltmer, assistant adjutant general, Department of New Mexico,
Grand Army of the Republic, in which
he asks, on behalf of the veterans in
patriotic spirit,
New Mexico, that the 12th day of
Sacrifice much of your own time
both before and after school in trainFebruary, A. D. 1909, which is the one
hundredth anniversary of the birth of
ing the pupils to speak and sing well.
Abraham Lincoln be observed as a
Make sure that all speakers will he
Drill faithfully in order
special holiday.
understood;
President Roosevelt has asked conthat each participant may know his
gress to declare this day a national
part thoroughly, Do not be satisfied
with a mere repetition of words; train
holiday, and various states throughout the union are taking smiliar accarefully in, expression. Secure naturtion through their legislative assemalness of expression and action.
blies. New Mexico should not lag
Maintain the best of discipline during
behind in honoring one of the most
the exercises In order that every person in the house may hear every se- But is Soon Left Dangling illustrious citizens in American history, and I therefore respectfully suglection. Give careful attention to the
From Limb of Tree
comfort of all; have the room neither
gest that your assembly declare Feb
Riddled With Bullets
too warm nor too cold and be sure
ruary 12, 1909, a holiday in the ter
of abundance of fresh air without
ritory of New Mexico, so our citizens
oc- may join with the Grand Army of the
draughts.
Mobile, Jan. 23. A lynching
Wishing you a most successful en- curred last night in the heart of this Republic in a proper observanca of
tertainment, and hoping to hear from
a negro des- the day. I am,, sir,
city. Douglas Robertson,
Respectfully yours,
you concerning it, I am,
and killed
perado, who Thursday shot
GEORGE CURRY,
Yours sincerely,
the
at
sheriff, was hanged
the
deputy
of New Mexico.
Governor
J. E. CLARK,
of St. Emanuel and Church
Territorial Superintendent Public In- corner
most
a block from the
streets,
just
struction.
STUDENTS
fashionable residence thoroughfares. PRINCETON
HELP FIGHT FIRE
A crowd of determined men appeared
DESTRUCTIVE EARTHQUAKE
and
at the county jail after midnight
REGISTERED BY SEISMOGRAPH sent two of their number into the
Princeton, N. J., Jan. 23. JFire
'
in
building. The guards were covered which broke out early this morning
Wither-spooon
leadrestaurant
door
terminal
to
23.
the
the
open
Vienna, Jan.
Seismographs at and compelled
street in the center of town, deMeantime about
Vienan and Poland, naval stations on ing to the cells.
upthe Adriatic, registered very strong twenty more of the mob had gone
stroyed about ten buildings and1
caused a loss of about $75,000. The
the
two
to
depufour
o'clock
shocks
at
this
guard
stairs, leaving
earthquake
The scene of disturbance ties. Later another came from up- Alhambra building in which the termorning.
was about 4,000 miles away and if stairs and demanded - the keys to Rob- minal restaurant is located was also
the district is inhabited, the earth ertson's cell, which"- was given him. used by the Odd Fellows as a lodgequake must have been very destruc The mob secured their man and quiet room. All of the students in Princely left the building. Robertson had ton University turned out and assisted
tive.
been gagged but on the way up the the firemen and citizens in keeping
Catastrophe Indicated
Hambure. Jan. 23. The siesmo- - street he slipped the gag from his back the flames from a huge gas tank,
Eranh here registered an earth shock mouth and began to yell at the top of which, had it exploded, would have
at 3:55 this morning. - It Is estimated j his voice. Immediately drawing their caused terrible destruction
to be in a locality 2,300 miles to the revolvers, shots were ured by mem-- 1
eastward. The shock lasted nearly bers of the mob. A rope appeared t Legal blanks ootfc Bngflsn and
two hours and the violence Indicates and was thrown across the limb of a Spanish for sale bythe New Me
I can
tree and Robertson was strung up.
Printing company. a great. catastrophe.
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Determined Crowd
Force Entrance to
County jail.

,

n

down.
Mr. Heyburn expressed fear that
the matter might be placed in the
president's hands to the exclusion of
Congress, but Mr. Knox said his
amendment was so drawn as to leave
the matter with Congress. Mr. Heyburn referred to the president's creation of an art commission, and pointed
to the way that, executive action had
s
been received by the public. Mr.
contended that the president
had only intended to recommend legislation and did not undertake to place
the commission on a legal basis. Mr.
Burkett charged that a real estate
speculation was involved in the proposition for a highway from Washington
to Gettysburg.
He preferred a public building in Washington.
A resolution was adopted making
February 12 a holiday.

III

Boston, Jan. 23. The White Star
line steamer. Republic, which sailed
from New York for Mediterranean
ports yesterday, carrying 250 first-clas- s
and 211 steerage passengers, was
rammt-by an unknown vessel and
of
disabled twenty-similes south
Nantucket, while threading its way
along the Nantucket shoals during a
after
fog early today. Immediately
the accident the wireless apparatus
on the steamer flashed the news of
her plight In all directions and within
a short time, several vessels, including the French Line steamer, Lalor-rainwestward bound, the White Star
liner Baltic and the revenue cutters
Acushnet
and Gresham were
on
their way to offer assistance to tho
disabled steamer. The first message
received indicated the damage to be
more serious than it later appeared,
as all messages asked that assistance
he sent Immediately and one message
flashed to the navy yard here said
that the steamer was sinking. Later,
however, the captain of the Republic
sent a wireless saying that the engine-room
was Jfull of water, but that
the steamer could keep afloat and was
In no
danger. The nearest land was
Nantucket Island, seventy miles away.
But with the engine room full of water, the only thing left for the captain to do was to send the wireless
waves broadcast over the Atlantic
asking assistance.
Many Prominent Persons Aboard.
New York, Jan. 23. The news of
the collision between the steamer Republic and an unknown vessel was rs- celved by wireless here and at Boston.
The liners La Lorraine and Baltic
both picked up the news by wireless
while off Long Island and turned arid
went to the assistance of the Republic at 10 o'clock this
morning. The
wireless telgram was received from
Captain Solby of the Republic saying
that the cutter Acushnet from Woods
Hole had reached the Republic and
was standing by.
The captain said
that no danger to his vessel was
and no lives had been lost. The
passenger list of the Republic Includes the names of many
prominent
persons.
Unable to Remain Afloat.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Jan. 23. It
was reported here at 12:30 p. m. that
the Republic had announced by wireless that it could not remain afloat
more than two hours longer. Tii
crew is preparing to abandon the
ship.
rassengers Are Taken Off.
Boston, Jan. 23. The Phnmiior r,f
Commerce here has been informed
ui.it me Italian steamer Florida from
Naples to New York took off the tins.
sengers and crew of the Republic.
x

e,
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OVER TWO MILLION

Ouray, Colo., Jan. 23. Four men
were swept to death in a snowslide
yesterday afternoon near the Camp
Bird 'Mill, eight miles from here. The
men 'belonged to a freighting outfit
and were caught in a shanty where
they had sought protection from a

OR

SILVER

ffl

Rumor Afoot of
Sale of Large Cop-

per Holdings
SMELTER

WluTsTARr

OP

Remarkable Activity Being
Shown in the Mining
Industry
Silver City. N. ,M., Jan. 23. Silver
City is stitrting the new year with a
renewal of activity in all its tributary
mining districts, and the present outlook is for a year of groat .irosperity.
The best known mining districts
tributary to this city are the Mogollon,
Socorro county; the Little Burro, Santa Rita. Central, Fierro, Hanover, and
Finos Altos districts, with the Mogollon, Burro mountain and Santa Rita
districts showing the greatest activity.
Thirty Stamp Mill.
The Socorro Mines company, operating in the Mongollon district, is
erecting a 30 stamp mill for the treatment of it,s gold and silver ores and
the machinery is now being haulyd
from this city to the company properties. -- The company will use the cyanide process, In addition to Its other
methods of ore handling.
The Last Chance property In the
same district, continues its activity
and is a strong producer.
Cole-RyaAfter Property.
The best information obtainable Is'
to the effect that the Leopold properties, belonging to the Burro Mountain Copper company, which has made
the district famous, are under option
to the Cole-Ryacopper syndicate.
Rumors are numerous as to the sale
of the property and a sale may be announced any day. The company has
a 300 ton mill on these properties and
tons of ore
2.0(10,000
has probably
blocked out above the 200 foot level.
According to rumor the same people' have acquired, the Tyrone properties, also with a very large tonnage
blocked out.
Railroad Into Mountains.
As those properties have establish-- ,
ed their value, the sale will be made
all right and with the sale will come
a railroad into the Burro mountains,
and a period of prosperity such as has
by Bisbee,
for years been enjoyed
copper
Cananea and other great
camps.
n

BALES INCREASE
Jan. 23. There were MEDAL CONTEST
12.fi67.251.
running bales of cotton ginOF MUCH INTEREST
ned from the
growth of 1908 up to
January If, last against. 10,349,551 a
year ago. and 27,441 active ginneries Miss Michaelson Won First, and Miss
Kinsell Second Honors Six Conagainst 27,306 a year ago, according
to the census bureau
testants Trained By Miss Carrier.
Washington.

report today.

DEPOSIT

BOXES

RIFLED By CLERK

New-land-

LIVES SNUFFED OUT
BENEATH HEAVY SLIDE

Hil

Money and Jewelry

Amounting to
$75,000 Gone
Fi

QF FUNDS

And Embezzlement Charged
Against a Texas Cashier.
Gets Eight Years.

The "Medal Contest" held last
evening in the High school assembly
room was a success. This is the first
contest of a series to be given for silver medals, and when sufficient silver
a
medals have been awarded the
for the gold medals can be given.
Each number of this contest was
good and really deserved a medal.and
it was hard for the judges to select
the best, but the honor was rinally
awarded to Miss Lola Michaelson,
whose subject was "Patty Ryan Demands Her Rights." Rev. E. C. Anderson, In a happy and appropriate
Miss
speech presented the medal.
Pauline Kinsell won second honor, her
subject being "Patriotism."
The contestants were six members
of the Freshman class, and were
trained by Mrs. A. Carrier, teacher in
the High school, and she certainly accomplished much in the short space
of two weeks.
The members of the W. C. T. U.
wish to thank all those who so kindly
assisted in making the entertainment
a success, and especially those who
filled the unenviable position
of
These were Mrs. Dixon of
judges.
Santa Fe, the Hon. C. J. Roberts of
Raton and Hon. A. B. Renehan of
Santa Fe. Thanka are also due those
who furnished the most excellent musical program; Prof. J,-Wood who
helped in every way, Prof. D. A. Owen
who acted as referee,1 and lastly to
Mayor J. D. Sena and the Board of
Education who kindly donated the use
of the assembly room.
con-test-

Fort Worth, Tex., Jan. 23. Leftwith Homan, a clerk In the First Na
tional Bank here, has been arrested,
charged with rifling private boxes in
care of the bank. During the year,
.
blizzard.
jewelry and money amounting to $75,-00- 0
The dead are:
have been missed. Many valuable
S. J. DOUGHIITT.
gems and pieces of jewelry have been
GEORGE" K. NERR.
recovered from the pawnshops located
PETER SNYOOT.
here
and in Dallas.
JOHN WITT WEIR.
Cashier Sentenced.
The body of Snyot was recovered
San
Antonio,
Tex., Jan. 23 William
The
in a badly crushed condition.
F. Woods, former cashier of the sus
-burwere
bodies
other
three
A pended Woods National Bank, who TRAINS CRASH IN FOG
tons of snow.
ied
under
was convicted of embezzlement, has
THREE ARE KILLED
of
number
parties
freighting
were in the neighborhood of Mount been sentenced to eight years in the
Sneffles and grave fears are enter- Federal penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Altoona, Pa., Jan. 23. In a thick
tained for their safety. The blizzard Kansas. There are two Indictments fog, the second section of the St.
has been in progress for several days still pending against Woods charging Louis express, west-bounon the
him with unlawful handling of nearly
and numerous slides are occurring.
road crashed into the
Pennsylvania
$100,000 of the bank's funds.
first section at Summer Hill, twenty-Av- e
LANDSLIDE KILLS THREE.
23.
miles west of this city early this
Santa Barbara, Calif., Jan.
Three railroad workmen on the SouthThe New Mexican Printing com morning, killing three persons and Inern Pacific were killed at Denham this pany baa on hand a large supply of juring six, one fatally. The first secmorning by a landslide which burled pads and taalets suitable for school tion had been stopped by a freight
men were at work, the desk, and also for lawyers which was procedlng slowly and the
the track. Sixty-fivSeveral and merchants; good everywhere. We fog was so dense that the second secwork repairing washouts.
rlll sell them at 6 cents In took form. tion smashed Into the first
others were slightly injured.
-
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FEDERAL IRRIGA
TION ENTERPRISES

m

Suit to Be Brought Against Two CalCompanies Canal
ifornia Power
System In Salt River Valley
Washington, D. C, Jan, 23.
The attorney general of the United
States upon request of the secretary
of the interior has just authorized the
United States attorney in San Fran-- j
eisco to bring suit against the True-General Electric company
ke RiverCalifornia-Nevada.
Power com-- ,
and the
to
pany, and other parties interested,
certain
a
trad
of
acquire possession
of land at the outlet of Lake Tahoc
which is found to be necessary in con- pro-- :
nection with the Truckee-CarsoStates
United
'
ject in Nevada, of the
reclamation service.
Lake Tahoe is an interstate body ol
.
water much valued for its ecenic
pbeautv which will not be impaired by
is use in connection with irrigation,
States.
as proposed by the United
The storage of water in this lake is an
essential feature of the Truckee-Ca- r
son project which has been constructed under the provisions of the reclamation act, and involves the irrigation
of an area of 100,000 acres or more,
For many years there has been a
dam on TrucUee river at the point
where it leaves the lake. In recent
years this dam hag been used to store
for certain power plants along the
TrucUee river in California and Nevada. The management of this dam
1 has been very unsatisfactory to the
valuable
property
people
owning
around the lake and on several occasions they have suffered considerable
S
damage because the flow of water out
of
the lake was not properly regufl
n
ol
DOLLARS
FIVK
of
Into
In
lliililt
the
The Man who is
pair
putting
shoes believing that KIVK IK LLAKS is little enough ami not too nnii-- for (tooil H lated.
shoes, should come here the next time lio wants n piilr and get the best pair of Hi
a There has been a general feeling
shoes fur Five Hollars he ever bought, liest l.eallier Host Style,
Come see d (
"Thotoughbrecls"ln line shoes are our low suit,
among the owners of land along the
shore that the acquisition of this
I! lake
tract by the United States will insure them a more careful regulation
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
of
the waters of the lake and prevent
MONEY TO LOAN
the recurrence of unnecessary high
water as in some years during the
On notes, diamonds and jewelry as off as 10 and as Mjh ei $200.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to ono year. IUtsi are
past.
Call and see U3 before borrowing.
reasonable.
The United States has for the last
ji
six years ben patiently negotiating
with the parties who own or control
at SALMON Store
the tract at the outlet of the lake and
has considered many plans to provide
for the use of the lake to store waters
for the Truckee-Carso- n
project and
at the same time avoid interference
Phone 10.
Phone 108.
with the vested rights along the river.
itore ii Santa Fe.
The largest and tbe only
The parties who now seem to control the outlet, Messrs. W. P. Ham-mo- n
and F. G. Baum of San Francisco,
are planning a large and interesting

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

1&

$eligman Bros.
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Plf?i:--
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!

1

Patent

Leather,

m

fete--

WE ARE CLOSING OUT ODD LOTS

j
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i

Shoe,
I

.

FAPfl

NATHAN SALMON.
up-to-d-

ONE

SPECIAL

WEEK

sea

Cail

1
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SPECIAL

SI

tOO Bats

L

TROUBLE

Had Sixty Boils when but Six Months
Old
Was Annually Attacked by
It Looked Red Like a
a Humor
Scald and Spread Over Half Her
Head
Both Troubles are Cured,

$2.65 per Box

bJoap

NO PRAISE TOO HIGH FOR

also Pi8 Fruit in Gal. Cans

THECUTICURA REMEDIES
"When my little Vivian was about
montiis old, her papa had a boil on
his loreliead.
At
that time the child
was covered with
prickly heat and I

AT REDUCED PRICES
I i
si

Plaza, Santa Fe.

HS38Bf

suppose in scratching it, her own head
became infected for
it broke out in boils,
one after another.
She had about sixty
,in all and I used
Cuticura Soap and

Co.

Telephone No. 40.

lUlfaJILr

CALL AND SEE FOE YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

CHILDREN UNDERWEAR
AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES
Reduced to ..5c.
..20c.
Regular Price
it
ii
ii
ii
. . 10c.
..25c.

Woman who suffer from severe headaches, and all disea-e- s
due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.

ii

ii

...35c.

ii

ii

ii

..40c.
..50c.

ii

ii

ii

ii

.85c.

it

ii

ii

.

..15c
..20c.
..25c.
..50c.

1.50 and 41.25

Cluett Shirts Reduced from

to. ...75c

HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills

These are Exceptional Bargains

and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Falls, Tex. writes : I find Heroine the best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my

and
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WE LEAD OTHER FOLLOW

MO.

FOR

A

HALF CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY

Phone 36

P. O Box 219
Sold

:-

3

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS.

Not Last

Mens Outing Flannel Pajamas Reduced to $1.25
off on all Mens Winter Overcoats

friends."
- PRICE 50c.

and Recommended by

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

enterprise for power development in
the Sierra Nevadas. The government
has found it impossible to reach an
agreement with the parties interested
and in justice to the large number of
settlers on the project who must deit- did not
pend upon this water supply
futile
continue
to
negoseem proper
tiations that have served only to delay a proper assurance of water supply to the people on the project.
It is understood that the govern
ment will push this suit as much as
possible in order that the further expropansion of the Truckee-Carsoject may not be unduly delayed.
Uncle Sam Purchases Canal System.
The secretary of the interior has
approved the contract between Mr.
Louis C. Hill, acting on behalf of the
United States, and the Consolidated

A

4FOR
Economy in Fuel

-

Appearance

Canal company, an Arizona corporation, whereby the government agrees
to purchase from the aforesaid company canals having a total length of
about thirty miles and water rights
and other features incident thereto.
The price to be paid for the property is $187,000, payable, $50,000 upon
conveyance of title in fee simple to
the United States, $50,000 on January
1, 1910, and $87,000 on January 1, 1911.
The United States will assume the obligations under existing agreements
of the company to furnish water to
those under contract with the com
pany, and also agrees to furnish sufficient water for power at the power
plant now operated by the company
for the generation of electric power to
the extent of 300 kilowatts, or to furnish an equivalent amount of power
for which payment will be made to
the United States at the rate of one-hacent per kilowatt hour.
The properties of the Consolidated
Canal company constitute the key to
that entire portion of the Salt River
project lying south of the Salt river.
The canal was constructed some years
before the inception of the Salt river
project, and the company has irrigated from the system a total of approximately 4,000 acres.
Valuable possibilities are open to
the government by this purchase for
the development of power.
'
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Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air

n
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i

Winter 6rocery

careful

women use
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MR. FIVE DOLLAR SHOE MAN

Win.

All

n

The Five Dollar Shoe Man
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j
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Tight Heaters
THEY

NEVER GO OUT

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutely
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

COLES

Magazine for
Hard Cold

abce

cuts represent the neaiest aproach
heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
it .securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inspection of same. Owing t& the fact
of having purchased heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

The

to modern

Phone

Phone
No 14

No 14

HARDWARE CO. --'':

It Goes Against the Grain
when a man buys Feed and finds

it is of an inferior quality, He
uintment
1
which cured her of
1
does not feel like buying it at the
thorn entirely. Tlipn.
sometime later, her little foot got sore
same place again. We keep our
between the toes. Being afraid it was
customers because they know
salt rheum, I spoke to our doctor. Ho '
me
a
which
dried
it up,
gave
powder
they can always rely upon getting
but soon after it broke out behind her
the best and purest Horse Feed
ears. They cracked half way around
that can be purchased, hereabout
and the humor spread up on to her head
until, on several occasions, it wbr nearly
The
best Oats and Corn, and the
On
half covered. The humor looked like a
kind that fatten and strengthens
scald, very red with a sticky, clear fluid
the animals, and keeps then in
coming from it. This occurred every
ALL THE TIME
year. 1 think it was toward the spring.
good condition.
I always bathed it with warm water and
Telephone No 148 Red
Cuticura Soap and applied Cuticura
Ointment which never failed to heal it
Sole Agency For
MRS.
RE1SCH.
up. The last time it broke out was
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
vhen she was six years old. It became
Whosale and Retail Dealers In
so bad that I was discouraged.
Then
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT SEED
I procured a bottle of Cuticura ResolvLARGE
QUANTITIES
Tha only exclusive grain house InSanta Fe N. M
ent which soon cleared it out of her
blood. 1 continued the use of Cuticura and small quantities at prices
Soap and Ointment with the Resolvent
make it worth your while to
until she was perfectly well. She is now that
about eight years old and has never purchase all.
been troubled in the last two years.
LUMBER
We also find Cuticura Resolvent a good
DIAMONDS
spring medicine and we are just giving of us.
Farming Timbers, Siding
the children Cuticura Resolvent Pills
as a tonic. We do not think any one can Joist Shingles and every requi
praise Cuticura Remedies too highly.
site of the modern Builder. Give RIGHT PRICES
Eyat Ttttee- r4
Mrs. M. A. Schwerin, 674 Spring Wells
us a trial order and we will feel
Ave., Detroit, Mich., Feb. 24, 1908."
RIGHT GOOfyf,
Fitted By Up-tExternal and Internal
vyj

uutieura

FRESH EGGS

OITO

Diamonds .Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S
CJ.

Srtit7

dylLL

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

Lrl) HrkSCH

H. C. VONT7

WATCPFS

MEXICAN

Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants, Children and Adults eon-els-ts
of Cuticura Soup (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cutleura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin and Cuticura Resolvent (50c), (or In the form of Chneolnta
Coated Pills, 2flc. per vial of 60) to Purify the Wood,
Sold throuKhout, the world.
Potter Drug & Chem.
Corn., Sole Props., Hoston. Mass.
SarMuiled Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Disease
Complete

We
OF ANY BETTER REMEDY FOR .COUGHS,
COLDS AND BRONCHITS THAN COMPOUND
WHITE PINE TAR MENTHABOLATED

sure of a continuance
patronage.

of

your

C. W. Dttdrow.

t
PHONE.
NO. 213.

RIGHT SERVICE

--

FILIGREE
JEWELERY-

Date Method.

CUT GIA3S, CHINA AND 8IVERWMK.
S4t 4m Franelaoo Street, Santa Fe. N. M.

.fa-SOLD BY

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

PHONE.
NO. 213.

Ji

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land Forest.
Department of the Interior, U. S. L,and
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., December
23rd, 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that William
H. Rogers, of Jemez Springs, N. M.,
who, on January 17th, 1902, made
homestead entry No. C783 (03006) for
EV NE4. SV'4 NE4 and NE4 SE
Section 25, Township 20 N., Range
2 E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before register
or receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
12th day of February, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Hugh
Murray, of Jemez Springs, N. M".; Edward McCauley, of Jumez Springs, N.
M.; Samuel Adnms, of Jemez Springs,
X. M.; Elijah M. Fenton, of Jemez
"Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land Forest Reserve.
Serial No. 03537.
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 12,,1908.
Notice is hereby given that Casi-mirOrtiz, of Rowe, N. M who, on
April 9, 1903, made Homestead Entry
No. 74S3, for Serial No. 03537, SE
Section 13, Township 16 N, Range 13
E, New Mexico P. M., has filed notice
of intention to make final
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M on March 11, 1909.
names
Claimant
as witnesses:
Manuel Quintana,
Jesus Gutierrez,
Andres Bowers and Justo Ruiz, all of
Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

No woman can be happy
without children; it is her
nature to love them as much

1-- 4

Simple Remedy for La Grippe.
Racking la grippe coughs that may
develope into pneumonia over night
are quickly cured by Forley's Honey
and Tar. The sore and Inflamed
lungs are healed and strengthened,
TJ.
and a dangerous condition is quickly
Dec. 29, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Antonic averted. Take only Foley's Honey and
.Jose Mares, of Cerrillos, New Mex., Tar in the yellow package. Sold by
who, on Sept. 17, 1906, made Home- all druggists.
stead entry Serial No. 07S42, No. 10047,
SW
NW
NE
for SE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Section
Lots
IS, Township 14
Not Coal Land.
North,
Serial No. 08030.
Range 9 East, New Mexico
Prin. Meridian, has filed notice of InDepartment of the Interior,
tention to make final
U. S. Land Office.
Proof, to
establish claim to the land above deSanta Fe, N. M., Jan. 20, 1909.
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
Notice is hereby given that Paz
IT. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Roybal of Nambe, N. M., who, on DeMexico, on the 11th day of March, cember 10, 1906. made Homestead en1909.
08030
No.
Serial No.
try
Claimant names as witnesses:
NE
of
W
for
Frank Archibeque,
of Secof NW
Felipe Mares, nd S
Juan Padillo, all of Cerrillos, N. M.; tion 25, Township 19 N., Range 10 E.,
Cristobal Anaya. of Galistio, N. M. N. M., P. M., has filed notice of inMANUEL R. OTERO, Register. tention to make final
r
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
Engraved caraa oe vrvte and wad-'din- described, before the register and reInvitations a specialty at the New ceiver of the United States land ofMexican Printing office. An one stand- fice at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th
ing in need of such will do veil to day of March, 1909.
call at this office and examine samClaimant tames as witnesses: Rafael Montoya, Anacleto
ples, style of work and ericas.
Contreras,
Martin Gonzales and Vincente Jimenez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land.
Serial No. 07842.
Department of the Interior.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.

1--

10,-36- 7
1-- 4

1--

1-- 4
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with but little suffering.

g

Register.
The Pure Food Law.
Secretary Wilson says, "One of the
objects of the law is to inform the consumer of the presence of certain harmful drugs in medicines." The law requires that the amount of chloroform,
opium, morphine, and other habit
forming drugs be staled on the label
of each bottle. The manufacturers of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy have always claimed that their reme&y did not
contain any of these drugs, and the
truth of this claim is now fully proven,
as no mention of them is made on the
label. This remedy is not only one
of .the safest, but one of the best in
use for coughs and colds, Its value
has ben proven beyond question during the many years it has been in general use. For sale by all druggists.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

jQ
A

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

ll College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and

Electrical

Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory

Civil

course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

W. E. Gahrisoim, ;
Agricultural College, N. Mex.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Nak

&

lue

120 San Francisco

CO.

Lin
St

Call up 132 Black for Carriages

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO.

Wks
Special Sale
Tw

nly

Latest Novelties in Fall and Winter Dress
Of

Goods.

R?Tri9
71701
rNf!
'

Book contalnliiK information or vnlno
to all expectant mother mailed free.

--

9

J'r

Army Oflicers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

v.

a li

f

31

BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.

Atlanta. Ga.

of the taxes that go to relieve the other fellow. The commonality of the people are being robbed,
plundered and destroyed by this great
trust, through indirect taxation, as
they are by no other trust on earth.
Take the average lxjor man of the
town. He goes to a
and
pays 23 cents for his liquor, $1.70 on
a gallon goes for national, state, county and city tax. Suppose that man
diinks a gallon of whiskey a week, as
some men do. That is fifty-twgallons a year, and this man pays,
-stricken
as he is, something like
The saloon never
$S,j a year taxes.
pays a dollar, it is all added to the
price of the liquor."
To go further into the matter, the
consumer also pays the brewer's
profit, tlie wholesaler's profit and the
retailer's profit. What does he get in
return for his money? Does he get
food, clothes, house, land or anything
to his or his family's benefit? Does
he get health or happiness? Would
not the money going over the bar provide home, clothes and food and pay
a
of taxes? Would he not
his
be a better citizen, a better father, a
better neighbor if there were no saloons? Is not all the money going
over the bar deflected from natural,
healthful,
legitimate channels of
Does
not the money thus extrade?
woe, misery and want,
bring
pended
instead of health, happiness and prosperity? Are these not common sense
questions? Should they not be dealt
with in a common sense way? Has
this liquor trust grown to such proportions that it cannot be dealt with,
that we cannot protect ourselves from
its invasions, that we cannot protect
our children and our homes from its
blight? Saloons can only exist by the
destruction of human kind. Moderate
drinkers would not sustain them, it
takes heavy drinkers and many of
them. The foundation of the liquor
traffic is built on the bones of its victims andteemented with their blood.
It is useless to argue that they are
No drunkard ever
willing victims.
expected to die a drunkard's death.
These are facts, cold facta, and every
voter is more or less responsible for
this condition of affairs. Cain is not.
the only man who will have to answer
to that question "What of thy
four-fifth-

W. C. T. y. NOTES.
the chilOut from the hearth-stondren go,
Fair as the sunshine, pure as the
snow ;
Shall a licensed wrong in the crowded
e

street,
V.'ait for the coming of the thoughtless feet?
Child of the rich and child of the poor,
Pass to their wreck through the dramshops dcor.
Oh, say! will they never come back
as they go?
Fair as the sunshine pure as the
snow?

the children
Out from the hearth-ston- e
fair,
Pass from the breath of a mother's
prayer;

Shall a father's vote, on the crowded

street,
to a snare for the guileless

Consent,

feet?
Oh,

fathers! your finest gold grows

dim,
Black with the rust of such nameless
sin.
Oh, say! will your dearest come, back,
as they go,
Fair as the sunshine, pure as? the
snow?
The greatest argument brought forward by the saloon justifier is the revenue derived from saloon license,
which' in this territory is applied to
the support of our public schools1. A
few minutes serious consideration will
convince any one of the foolishness of
this argument. We will quote from
an address of the Hon. Seaborn
Wright, as follows:
"Whenever a city, through the license system, puts every man. woman
and child in the city in direct partnership with the saloon element, whenever you so establish the saloon system that every nun, woman and child
in your city receivt'S directly his pre-ortion of the profit you are establish-in;.- '
a system inherently and eternally
wrong. You are tryir.ij to paMiate the
( vil.
The people of this great republic of ours, through their federal government, have established what they
can the license system and our states
iu.ve followed their example, and our
rornties havo followed it, and our cit
ies have followed it. It is the old, old
euui t ii uikc tiivucy iiuiu uu trvii ami
transform by that means an evil into
o thing of good.
The people of the republic are selling indulgences to sin.
Let us get at this thing in a simple,
What are we doing?
plain manner.
In our passion for wealth, you and I,
and every license city of this republic,
and our nation as well, are capitalizing vice.' The passion for strong
drink, is knowingly, deliberately capitalized by our government, federal,
state and. city. The system breeds
vice, the system breeds crlme,bad government comes from it as straight as
the ball from the barrel of a rifle."
"The most iritating thing about
the liquor traffic is the poverty ii
brings to the people. If there is anything that appeals to me with tremendous force it is the homeless, hopeless
poverty of the masses of the people of
this country. And of all the causes in
the world, underlying this poverty of
the masses of the people, the greatest
is our saloon system. You people get
I do not know how much
hundreds
or thousands of dollars from your sa
loons every year,. Where does it. come
from? Do your saloons pay it? Not
a dollar of it. The saloons of this city
never paid a dollar license tax in
their life. The liquor Interests declare to you that they pay the federal
government on distilled liquor alone
one hundred and forty-eigmillion
dollars. They never paid a dollar tax
on earth. Will the people never learn
that the consumer pays the tax? Laboring men, listen. The cost of a gallon of distilled 'liquor, called whiskey,
is less than 25 cents.
Your fathers bought it for that before the war.
Why is it that the consumer today
pays from $3 to $10 per gallon for it?
The great liquor trust of this country
controls it today, as no other trust
controls the American people. The
cost of a gallon of whiskey is less
than 25 cents, watch how the consumer pays. The federal government,
capitalizing the vice of the people,
puts $1.10 tax on every gallon, your
state and county puts on a small tax,
raising the cost to about $1.65 a gallon, the city comes along and adds a
tax of probably 30 cents, where the
license is $1,000, so the consumer pays,
25 cents a gallon for
whiskey and
$1.70 taxes. Indirect taxation!
The
people of this republic are spending
one billion, five hundred million dollars annually for liquor. The laboring
men drink no more than any other
class, but their number la five to one,
and therefore the laboring men
pay
s
of this enormous sum, and
four-fifth-

s

bar-roo-

Through Academic course, preparing young
for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work, llealthlets location
of any Military .School in the Union. Located
Pecoii Valley the garden
d thu bflautlful
at an elevation of 3,700
spot of the Wt-s- t
feet abovfl sea level, sunshine every day, but
,
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven Ofiicers.and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modem lr all respects.
REGENTS K. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Pbelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W,
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. J At. W. WILL30N,
iin--

Superintendent

mi

0JQ CALIEJiTE IjOT SPMfJGS.

o

poverty-

pro-rat-

These celebrated Hot Springe are located in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
mllee west of
Dwellings, twenty-fivTaos, and fifty miles north of 8anta
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver ana1 Rio
e

Bar-anc-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
OfoCHn1.

Proorietor.M

Tin Onnntv.

General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Weils Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aacnt
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

t,

reform lines, and we believe
Houses will respond nobly.

"

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

The Woman's Christian Temperance Union met in regular session on
Tuesday, the 19th inst. Our president
Mrs. Kinsell being too ill to attend,
Mrs. Patterson,
presided. We had with us our territorial
president, Mrs. S. C. Nutter of Albuquerque, who gave us a very encouraging talk. Plans were talked over
for future work.
The legislators are all here, and we
believe there is a decided sentiment
among them favorable to a local option law. They are a fine body of men
and we think they will legislatie wisely and well for the people of New
Mexloo, who have reposed in them the
confidence to send them here to represent them, and we feel sure some
good and wise' laws will be enacted
for our benefit.
The governor in his able and comkey-not-

est alkalin Hot 8prlnga In the worla.
The efficiency of these watere hae
been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to In the following diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumetlsm
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Diseaso
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
etc
Grippe, all Female Complainta,
Eoard, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and wa!ia
for SanU Fe rain upon request. This
resort is attractive at all seasons and
Is open all winter. Passengers for OJe
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., thr
came day. For further particulars ar

Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of etage runs to the springs.
The temperature cf these watere. Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
sarbonlc. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. Ther Is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
watere contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline salts to the gallon, being the rich dress:

brother?"

prehensive message set the
for thorough, earnest and
work along educational

NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest."

"A."

must pass is so full of dread that the thought fills her with apprehension.
There is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either very
painful or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prepares the system
This
for the coming event, and it is passed without any danger.
remedy is applied externally, T
and has carried thousands of
111X1
LwillMj
11 11 ll 7"l7rv"?Tl
women through the crisis
LLv

five-yea-

A

ROSWELL,

Mil

Register.

NOTICE
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New Mexico Military Institute

o

Register.
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ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respec-

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in numbers.

VE SCHOOLS:

e

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

broad-minde- d

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

and
both

TTNTV B RSITY

at reasonable ratesi
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Fever Sores.
Fever sores and "old chronic sores
should not be healed entirely, but
should be taken in healthy condition.

This can be done by applying Chamberlain's Salve. This salve has no
superior for this purpose.' It Is also
most excellent for chapped hands,
sore nipples, burns and diseases of
the skin. For sale by all druggists.
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities, Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilties for
turning out every class of work, including one of the best binderies in
the West.
Croup positively stopped In 20 minutes, with Dr. Shoop's Croup Remedy.
One test alone will surely prove this
truth. No vomiting, no distress. A
safe and pleasing syrup 50c. Sold by
Stripling, Burrows & Co.

s

Hi
Indian and

Franltc Stmt

sna Curias

Qeiican Wares

'

Blanksts, Basktts, Wax, Fsather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garntta and Other Gema
OUR MOTTO: Tt Have the eat of Everything In Our Line.

DUDROW & 1W01NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

The seals and record books for notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
If you will take Foley's Orlno Laxative until the bowels become regular
you will not have to take purgatives
constantly, as Foley's Orlno Laxative
positively cures chronic constipation
and sluggish liver. Pleasant to take.
Sold by all druggists.,

627 -- an

AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
108

Palace Avenue.

Elks' Hall.

Telephone

142.

Night

152

House.
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THE CAREY ACT.
The law extending the provisions of
the Carey Act to the territories, will
become a law next week and New
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINT ING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
Mexico will be invested with another
Sec'y-TreaK.
JOHN
STAUFFER,
Editor.
F.
A.
PAUL
WALTER,
important trust. Under it, the terriEntered as Second Clasa Matter at the Santa Fe Postoflice.
tory will have the selection and disof a million acres for reclama(3.75 posal
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six montns, by mail
tion
purposes and may sell these in
I .20
Daily, per week, by carrier
2.00 limited parcels to homeseekers upon
year
per
Weekly,
Daily, per month, by carrier.... .75
1.00 terms extending over many years and
65 Weekly, six months
Jaily, per month, by mail
75 including the price for the water
Daily, per year, by mall........ 7.00 Weekly, per quarter
rights in irrigation works that private
enterprise or the territory may build
COUNTY.
SANTA
FE
OF
OFFICIAL PAPER
for the reclamation 6i the land. The
Bent to territory is to make no direct financial
Mexico.
is
It
New
in
new
the
oldest
is
spaper
Mexican
New
The
profit out of the sales, being entitled
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
to the fees prescribed by law
only
'nong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
and which are to provide for the, cost:
of administration. But indirectly, the
territory will profit immensely, eventually, by the establishment of prosperous farming communities, successful
irrigation works and encouragement
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this thought that prompted Governor the rewards for other, and on the
The time was too short to send a
qualities, 'ai
Curry to recommend the creation of a whole less valuable,
of statehood boomers to
1e irMorial conservation commission to made too large, and especially if the delegation
co operate with the national commisrewards for qualities which are really, Washington to appear before the comas to act independently from the public standpoint, undesir- mittee on territories of the House of
sion as
for the conservation of territorial re- able, are permitted to become too Representatives, and it really wasn't
The message is also indi- large. Our aim is sn far as possible necessary, for the real fight will take
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quickest and best results are
believe him perfectly honorable in all
thing in lesser affairs as well as upon obtained by advertising in the New business transactions
and financially
momentous occasions.
His message Mexican.
able to carry out any obligations made
to the legislative assembly urging the
by his firm.
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Cured.
anniversary of the birth of Lincoln,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
wil be heeded, of course, and New
Lame shoulder Is usually caused by
Catarrh Cure Is taken intern- Hall's
Mexico will celebrate the event on rheumatism of the muscles and
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February 12 with the rest of the na- ly yields to a few applications of ally, acting directly upon the
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of
mucous
system.
surfaces
nd
tion with fitting ceremonies and
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. Mrs. F. H.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents- McElwee, of Boistown, New Bruns
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
wick, writes: "Having been troubled per
Hall's Family Pills for
Take
for some time with a pain in my left
shoulder, I decided to give Chamberlain's Pain Balm a trial, with the retry,
sult that I got prompt relief." For If you want anything on
ATTORN
sale by all druggists.
New Mexican want "ad."
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nine-tenth-
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EYS-AT-LA-

Attorney-at-Lz-

Santa T

experiments
to
extend over five years, and
are
"The unchecked existence of monwhich will not only be instructive but
opoly is incompatible with equality of of
great benefit otherwise to the
opportunity. The reason for the ex
of
ercise
government control over
great monopolies is to equalize opporThe subject of tree planting may be
tunity. We are fighting; against privilege. It was made unlawful for cor- a little premature in this latitude and
porations to contribute money for yet, it is worth while to keep it in
election expenses in order to abridge mind in case the tree agent should
the power of special privilege at the come around to take orders. In Santa
Railroad-ratpolls.
control is an at- Fe, the board of trade has done some
tempt to secure an equality of oppor- tangible and splendid work in planting
tunity for all men affected by rail several thoroughfares with shade
transportation; and that means all of trees and the New Mexican hopes that
us. The great anthracite coal strike the board of trade will continue in
was settled, and the pressing danger this work and that the commercial
of a coal famine averted, because we club will join in this praiseworthy acrecognized that the control of a public tivity. But private property owners
necessity involves a duty to the peo- should follow the example thus set
ple, and that public intervention in for nothing else will add as much to
the affairs of a
corpora- the beauty of Santa Fe as to make it
Fortion is neither to be resented as usur- a bower of green in summer.
pation nor permitted as a privilege by tunately, around its public buildings,
the corporations, but on the. contrary especially the capitol,
to be accepted as a duty and exercised trustees and skillful custodians, have
as a right by the government in the seen to it that trees were planted and
interest of all the people. The effi- m consequence, the capital boasts of
ciency of the army and the navy has many shaded parks and nooks and has
been increased so that our people may streets that are avenues of green in
follow in peace the great work of summer.
making this country a better place for
Americans to live in, and our navy
The first legislative week was not
was sent round the world for the same as barren of
achievements' as first
ultimate purpose. All the acts taken weeks of
legislatures generally are.
by the government during the last The fact that twenty-sibills have
seven years, and all the policies now been introduced
already and have been
being pursued by the government, fit read the first and second
time, is in
in as parts of a consistent whole.
dicative that legislative results will
"Our public-lanpolicy has for its come early. Many of these measures
aim the use of the public land so that are of prime
importance.
In fact,
it will promote local development by among those twenty-sibills there ts
the- settlement of home
makers; the nothing of a trivial or insincere nature
policy we champion is to serve all the ana tney are all deservins of conslrt.
people legitimately and openly, in- eration. In addition the
stead of permitting the lands to be hag been perfected: the organization
fl1wpn?o voic.
converted, illegitimately and under ing employes question has been set-cover, to the private benefit of a few. uea; committee
assignments have
Our forest policy was established so been made and the
committees are
that we might use the public forests already working zealonslv and
for the permanent public good, Instead has been established
perfect good feeiof merely for temporary private gain. ng and harmony between
the execuThe reclamation act, under which the tive and legislative branches
iltsert parts of the public domain are territorial government, which of the
augurs
converted to higher uses for the gen-cj- well for the future of the
benefit, was passed so that more
'
Americana might have homes on the
the public

good.
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"These policies were enacted into
law and have justified their enactment. Others have failed, so far, to
reach the point of action.
Among
such Is the attempt to secure public
control of the open range and thus to
convert Its benefits to the use of the
small man, who Is the home-makeIn tead of allowing it to be controlled
by a few great cattle and sheep own- -

The New Mexican
appreciates the
kindly sentiment that prompts so many
of its contemporaries even outside
of
the territory to speak in high
praise
of Colonel Max Frost, for so
many
years editor of the Daily New Mexican. This Is a kindly old world
after
all, and there isn't a conscientious editor who is not sorry for the hard and
bitter things that circumstances or
personal
feeling led him to write
ers.
"This administration has achieved at one time or the other in his life, or
eome things; It has sought, hut has who would not rather write the lines
not been able, to achieve
it has that pIease than those that hurt-

others;
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New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court
Office: Laugblln Blk., Santa
. N. M.

BAP

THE FIRST JiATTOflAL
OF SANTA FE.

EDWARD C. WADE.
Attorney-at-La-

The oldeit hanking Institution In New Mexico, Established
In 1870
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN. Cashier.

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President- -

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Offices.

Assistant Cashier

v

Las Graces,

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT

Capital Stock,

Attorney-at-La-

undivided Profits, 163,609.

Surplus and

$150,000.

Practice in the

District and Su
Courts.
Prompt and careful
ttention .riven to all busiress.
anta Fe.
New Mexico
RENEHAN & DAVIES,
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davies

preme

Attorneys-at-La-

Transacts

banking business in

Its

all

lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and

branches.

stocks

Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and

w

and

col-

markets for

In all

foreign

Loans

exchange

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat

CHARLES F. EASLEY

i

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a spec-ialty.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
GEORGE B. BARBER.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in the District Court and
Courts of the Territory.
Supreme
Prompt attention given to all
Lincoln County,

a general

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Offlc in Catron block'.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
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of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
ixecute ah oru'ers of Its patrons In he banking line, and alrea tc
xtend to thrm as llbtril treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with tafety and the principles of lound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for. rent. The patronage of the public.!' respectfu ly solicited.
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New Mexico

HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in

he District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court if

the Territory.
Las Cruces

MARK

WILLIAM VAUGEN, Ptapu

New Mexico

One of the Best Hotels in the West

B. THOMPSON

Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney Eighth District,
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero coun
ties.
New Mexico
It is reported that the Democrats in Las Cruces,
Congress are showing a strange luke
HARVIE DUVAL.
warmness toward the fate of the state
Attorney-at-Lahood bill, and what is more, that this Land,
and Corporation Law ex
Mining
lukewarmness is inspired by Demo
clusively. Practice In all the District
crats who live in this territory and Courts and
Supreme Court. Special atwho are acknowledged leaders if not tention to
titles and organ
perfecting
of the Democratic party, then of one
izing and financing land and mining
of its many factions. The New Mex
properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
ican is loath to believe that there is Santa Fe,
New Mexico
any treason in New Mexico, that any
H. M. DOUGHERTY
Democratic party leaders have forgot
Attorney-at-Laten party pledges and pretenses and
Piactlces in the Supreme and Dis
would stab the enabling act in the
Courts of tha Territory, Office:
back. It will rather believe that the trict
Socorro,
New Mexico
reports are unfounded and that the
CATRON AND GORTNER
Democrats are working as hard and
Attorneys ano Counsellors a Law
as honestly for statehood as are the
Offlca: Catron Block
Republicans.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
L. O. FULLfcN
The House of Representatives yes'
Attorney- - Law
terday. placed itself on record for a
District
Ninth District
Attorney
more
and
larger
powerful navy, being
in fceord with President Roosevelt on Office over First National Bank.
New Mtxlco
the proposition.
Uncle Sam's pride Roswell,
WILLIAM M'KEAN
in his navy is such that the national
legislators will seek popularity by be
Attornej
Mining m4 Land Law.
ing heartily in favor of any legitimate
New Mexico
plan to increase the number and Taos,1
power of battleships, cruisers and tor
C. W. G. WARD.
pedo boat destroyers. It is not onlv Territorial District Attorney for San
as engines of war, blit as harbingers of Miguel and Mora counties.
peace and good will that the navy of Las Vegas
New Mexico
the United States will have a glorl
M. C. M EC HEM.
ous mission.
Though no battleshiD
Attorney-at-Law- .
will ever visit New Mexico, yet, its
' New Mexico
Tucumcarl,
executive and its people heartily en
G. Northcutt
C. J. Roberts.
dorse President Roosevelt in his de Jesse
A ROBERTS.
NORTHCUTT
mand for more battleships.
Attorneys at Law.
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
The governor of Louisiana threat Colorado.
ens to call out the'state troops to stop
H. R. PUTNAM
gamming m tne state. How much
Court Commissioner and
IMS.
more
is New Mexico.
I
Conveyancer.
Though deeply rooted and legalized
V Loans and Real Estate.
for many years, gambling passed out
New Mertco.
of existence in the territory upon the Texico,
information
Correspondents
asking
passage of an act penalizing it. There
Mexwere no riots, not even raids, and the concerning the Territory of New
answered.
ico,
promptly
evil ceased to live bo quietly that
no protest was recorded.
There is
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
evidently more desirable material for
Bonds and Investments.
good citizenship in New Mexico than
TJ. S.- - jCommissioner
for the Third
tfiere is many of the states.
Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexico.
Las Criices,
Thus far, the candidates for county- - Eastern and local bank references.
seat nonors are Ulovis, Taiban,
'
Roy, Moriarty, Willard
arid
J
CONY T.BROWN
At the rate that new
Lordsburg.
I Mining Engineer.
towns are being founded and that the
Secretary and Treasurer New Maxlolder towns are growing, the wonder co School of Mines.
Is not that there are so many annll. Socorro.
New Mexico
cants for county seat honors, but that
there are so few. It is merely another
08TEOPATHY
index of the rapid growth of the com.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
monwealth.
treats acuta and
Successfully
chronic, diseases without drugs or
It is rather a strange coincidence medicines. No charge tor consultathat the Associated Press yesterday tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
brought reports of extensive damage Hours: 2 m.,
p. m. 'Phone 166,
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H. S. REED, President,
N. A. PERRY, Vice President

is in Eddy county on
STOCK MUST BE SOLI)
Richard Byrd of Oklahoma City arMISS A, MUGLER.
rived Tuesday and has been the guest
Southeast
comer Plaza.
of his mother, Mrs. II. M. Byrd, on
Palace avenue.
Judge Frank W. Parker, of the Bergere, Bean, Jaffa and Christcnson.
Third judicial district court left to; Later In the evening the young folks
(lanced to their heart's content.
night for his home at Las Cruces.
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1908 CROP

Men's Pajamas, nice warm ones
too; made of flannelette, figures and Stripes, these have no
collar; trimmed with white silk

Come

SEE THE
WINDOW
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1908 CROP

BER6ERE, Manager for New Mexico
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In Honor of the Judges.
Mrs. M. A. Otero entertained in
honor of the justices of the supreme
court at an informal 5 o'clock tea last
In the dining-roo.Monday afternoon.
where Miss Massie presided,
American Beauty roses were attractively arranged. Mrs. Otero was assisted by Mra. Prince, Mrs. Jaffa and
Miss Massie. Those invited were Governor George Curry, Chief Justice
William J. Mills, Judge Edward A.
Mann, Judge William H. Pope, Judge
Frank W .Parker, Judge Ira A. Abbott, Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie,
Governor and Mrs. L. Bradford Prince,
Secretary and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, Major and Mrs. R. J. Palen, Mr. and Mrs.
WilMam B. Prince, Hon. and Mrs. T. B.
Catron, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. 'Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs. George Van Stone, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Seligman, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank W. Clancy, Mr. and Mrs. Solo
mon Luna, Rev. and Mrs. W. R. Dye,
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Rapp, Mrs. Geo. W.
Pilchard, Mrs. Max Frost, Mrs. Carl
Hardinge, Miss Massie, Miss Olson,
Miss Grygla, Miss Parker, Dr. J. A.
Massie, Col. J. W. Willson, Mr. H. B.
Henning, Mr. A. II. Brodhead, Mr. W.
C. Reid, and Surveyor General John
couraging and hope Is being held out W. March.
by attending physicians for his speedy
recovery.
Governor George Curry was a passenger on the Santa Fe Flyer th'ia
forenoon for Albuquerque, where he
A. M. DETTELBACH.
delivered an address this afternoon
at the dedication of Rodney hall at the
FOLLOWS
University of New Mexico campus,
He will return to Santa Fe tonight on
i train No. 8.
We Originated, Others Copy
In reciprocation for the courtesy
shown them at the Governor's reception, the members of the legislature
intend in the near future to give a
large dance or other entertainment.
Every
The affair will probably take place
MONDAY and THURSDAY
at the Palace Hotel. Details will be
;o
Admission
published later.
! v.
Reserved Seats
y.s
The Chess club was entertained
; Evening
show at 7:33 and 8:30.
last night by Francis C. Wilson, clerk
ll it:iee, Saturday at 3:30.
of the First judicial court. The members present were Dr. James A. Iiclis,
Dr. David Knap, Dr. J. M. Diaz, Dr. C.
J. Crandall and Mr. Wilson. John H.
Knaehel a member of the Denver
chess club, was a guest.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Alex. Smith of
Colorado Springs left for home today
after spending the week in the city.
GROCERS
Mr. Smith is a member of the law
firm of Brooks & Smith, who are the
attorneys for and part owners1 of the
Costilla Land tand Investment company which owns 500,000 acres of land
in Taos county, New Mexico and Costilla county, Colorado, known aa the
ENGLISH WALMITS
Sangre de Cristo land grant.
Mr.
and
Smith was here on important legal
business with Abbott & Abbott, atALMONDS
torneys. Mr. and Mrs. Smith Intend
stopping on their way home to witness the Indian dance and visit the
cliff dwellings at San Ildefonse.
The Governor's reception turned
out to foe a huge success, fully 400
EVAPORATED
people taking advantage of the genPEACHES,
eral invitation.
Besides
Governor
Curry, in the receiving line, were
PEARS,
and Mrs. L. B. Prince,
APPRICOTS
and Mrs. M. A. Otero, Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Nathan
PLUMS B
Jaffa, Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie,
Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna; besides
New Figs
Mayor J. D. Sena and Dr. J. A. Mas-slof the governor's staff. The dining room was in charge of Mrs. S.
Spitz and Mrs. R. J. Palen. The cof-f- e
TABLE RAISINS
table was looked after by Mrs.
Adolph Fisher and Miss Spitz was in
" SEEDED RAISINS
charge of the following pretty and
tastefully-gowneyoung ladies, who
an
saw to it that the guests were served:
The Misses Spitz, Boyle, Parker, Groy-glCURRANTS
Bishop, Lamy, Baca, Floersheim,

US.

Campaoy

WE SELL 'EM

ing.

Change of Program

COME

Iron Beds, Linoleum Lace Curtains

The Colorado

Foets of Today," and Mrs. Laughlin
followed with a reading from Charles
Wagner's "By the Fireside." Current
The guests
events closed
of the' afternoon were Mrs. Smith,
Mrs. William Prince, Mrs. A. J. Abbott, Mrs. Solomon Luna, Mrs. Fletcher, Mrs. Satterwhite and Miss Allen.
The Club adjourned to meet at its
Guest Day session at Mrs. Palen's,
January 29, Mrs. Rapp to preside. The
next regular meeting will bo with
Mrs. Boyle, with Mrs. Thomas presid-

THAT'S ALL

30 DAYS

ALL THE NEW NEWEST STYLES

f

ferson Davis.
Chief Clerk William F. Brogan of
the Council, went home to Albuquerque on Thursday afternoon to be with
his family.
C. A. Scheurich, of Clovis, who was
here, but left on a trip to Taos, will
return Monday to be on hand to fight
for the new Curry county.
Hon. Thomas B. Catron has gone to
Kansas Cily and Chicago on important
business that will keep him away until the latter part of next week.
Mrs. J. S. Hatcher of Pagosa
Springs", who has been the guest of
her brother, Leo Hirsch, went to El
Paso last night to join Mr. Hatcher.
Miss Lela Armijo of Albuquerque,
sister-in-laThomas S.
of
J. B. Lamy,
Mrs.
of
niece
and
Hubbell,
of this city, is a guest at the Lamy
home on Cathedral square.
Leandro Baca, of Socorro, member
of the territorial mounted police force
is in the city on official business. He
was former sheriff of Socorro county
and counted a brave man. '
W. II. Foster, a ranchman near Mo-'riarty is in the city today on busi-j- j
ness. Mr. Foster says that It was not
he who was married this week in Santa
Fe, but another Moriarty man by the
same name.
Associate Justice W. H. Pope of the
supreme court, will remain in Santa
He is at work
Vp tor Rpvprnl weeks.
Mrs.
upon a number of opinions.
Pope is visiting with relatives in her
old home in Ceorgia.
Mrs. Jefferson Davis was a passen-pe- r
north this morning on the D. &
R. G. to visit her daughter, Mrs. E. B.
Seward, who returned home this
morning after attending the funeral
of her father, Jefferson Davis.
j
Colonel and Mrs. Frost are domi- ciled with Mrs. Frost's parents, Mr.
jand Mrs. H. B. Pain, at Rosedale,
Kansas, a suburb of Kansas City. Re- -

MAO

Exceptional Values In
FOR THE NEXT

j

Fifteen Club.

Friday afternoon the Fifteen
club met at the home of Mrs. Thomas
with Mrs. Prince as presiding officer.
The program was opened by quotations from the poets of today. Mrs.
Weltmer read a paper entitled "The

The
Best
Made

On

OPERA HOUSE

ARE OFFERING

COME

ft

FIVE

SALE

OF WINTER MILLINERY
Hulf the regular price will buy
Fancy Feathers, Wings, IJinls,
John W. March, surveyor general, Hats, Caps, lUby Bonnets etc.
official business.

Capital Stock
if

CLEANING

i tin Dr.ncnuAi

PAGE

SWEET CIDER

IF

YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MOD.
ERN COTTAGE,
CALL
-:
ON US
::

SHOP

CHAIRS

WITH T. W. Roberts, E H Baca
F. S Rivera, Al G. Slaughter
and W. M. Perry

AM first class barbers In
charge. Oall and
give us a trial at O. K. Barber Sbop.

247 San Francisco Street

,

-:

U.S. UNESCO.
,

HW

We Also Have

Several Business Properties For Sale.

21.

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS.

CD

Jfiew

rex'ca Central Iaildoad; Time Table

HOTEL ARRIVALS'

BKAD DOWN
NO

Palace.

25 p in
26 p ill
85 p in
14 p in
40 p III

0
22
41
52

6 06 p III
6 39 p m
7 09 p rn
7 28 p m
8 10 p in

68

8
4
6
5

8 48
9 SO
7 55
11 45
8 00

S TJA

MILKS

1

p iu
p ill
a in
a in
a 111

Santa

r,V,

Ar.
"
"
"
"
Lv.

Ko

Kennedy

Stanley
Mormrty
Mcintosh

til

Ar,

i.stavi,a
ProtSfPso

94
99

Hlauca

Ar.

11

fori'tniop"Kaunas City
St.
(Hllciwo

r,v,

n in
u in
p ill
a ill
p in

e.

T.v.
Ar."
I. v.
"

-"

4

6,250
6.175

1

5.ri

12 25
11 55
11 35
10 45

12 III n
10 40 p
8 59
11 HOP
1 15 i

in
in

10

,

10

inn

p til

p ill
p in
p in
p ill

p m
11

a
a
50 a
10 a

111

m
m
m
in

10 02 pm
9 (XI pill
6 20 p m

111

mi

Denver; W. A. Fin-ley- ,
Carlsbad; W. W. Parish, Mo
mence, 111.; Mrs. Asa Campbell, Salt
Lake City; Miss Josephine Kirkham,
St.
C.
S. Rimport,
Albuquerque;
B.
S.
A.
J.
Smith,
Denver;
Louis;
Eldridge, S. P. Denning, Roswell; J.
H. Chamming, Carizozo; L. A. Bland,
Kansas City; W. J. A. Meyer, Hannibal, Mo,; P. J. Murphy, D. Williams,
St. Louis; W. J, Canada, Denver.
Claire.
CI. W. Denning,
Moriarty; W. E.
Grlnnen, Albuquerque; H. W. Estes,
Memphis, Tenn.; T. J. Shea, Jr., New
Orleans, La,; O. L. Rupple, Grenfleld,
Ohio; H. L. Noll, Trinidad, Colo.; H.
G. Miller and wife,.El Paso; J. B. Har-ris- ,
U. S. F. S.; Max Wolf, Cincinnati,
Ohio; P. II. Knowlton, Denver; J. C.
Johnson; F. LaGree and wife, Spencer, Louisiana; W. Kaack, Warsaw,
Mo.; C. C. Jones, Denver;
P. A.
Tochle, Denver; C H. Hefner, Den- ver.

2

12) pm

M'i5

"
"

Kl 1'iwo

Ar.

6 20
06
3 OS
2 22

7.000
6.050

6,125
6.2!0
6,295

"

Ton-unc-

NO.

,Q

W'llllard

80

2 13
7 00
7 05
6 50
5 50

Altitude

'f IONS

L. P. Terhune,

FURNISHED ROOMS
Palace avenue.

with

Board,

1S1

FOR SALE

Good
upright piano
at
nqulre
Wagner Furniture compau?
store.

FOR RENT The modern seven
roomed cottage ou Grant Avenue, occupied by Doctor J. A. Rolls, which
will be vacated on New Year. Apply
at the New Mexican office.

Tickets to ail parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive
FOR SALE A second-hanBooklets and literature of the various
steam
igency for all ocean steamship lines.
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers, boiler In good condition. It will be
'WSmi&mi disposed of at very low price. Ap; ly
free upon application.
Western markets.
and
to the New Mexican Printing Com
all
Eastern
from
to
and
scrvics
frtight
d

J.P

CITY

S.

SATURDAY, JANUARY
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pany.

LYNC.

FREiHT

AND

PASSENGER AGENT.

Louis Rocky" Mt, &

Pacific

Railway

W$

Company.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

The tender leaves of a harmless
mountainous shrub, give to Dr.
Shoop's Cough Remedy its marvelous
curative properties. Tight, tickling, or
distressing coughs, quickly yield to
the healing, soothing action of this
Shoop's
splendid
prescription Dr.
Cough Remedy. And it is so safe and
good for children, as well. Containing
no opium, chloroform, or other harmful drugs, mothers should In safety always demand Dr. Shoop's. If other
remedies are offered, tell them No!
Be your own judge! Sold by Stripling, Burrows & Co.
lung-healin- g

Normandie.

Miles From
Iiei Moines

Miles From
Raton

STATIONS.

No

If your Stomach, Heart or Kidneys are
FRATEHXAL SOCIETIES
werk, try at least, a few doses only of
Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In five or
ten days only, the result will surprise
MASONIC.
you. A few cents will cover the cost.
And here Is why help comes so quickMontezuma Lodge No
ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the StomA. F. & A. M. Reg1,
nor
Kidach,
stimulate the Heart or
ular communication
neys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
first Monday of each
directly to the weak and failing
month at
Masonlo
nerves. .Each organ has Its own conHal! at 7:30 p. m.
trolling nerve. When these nerves
J. A. MASSIE.
fail, the depending organs must of
Worthy Master
necessity falter. This plain, yet vital ALAN R.
M'CORD, Secretary.
truth, clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's
Restorative Is so universally successS ort
Fe Chapter No. 1
ful. Its success Is leading druggists
R. A, M. Regular conit
to
universal
give
prefeverywhere
vocation second Monday
erence. A test will surely tell. Sold
of
&
Co.
each month at Ma-eoBurrows
by Stripling,
ic Hall at 7:30 p. m
S. SPITZ H p
The Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe'
popular f 1.50 a day hotel, is now un ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
der the management of Hugh F. Du
Santr, Fe Commandary
Val. Extensive Improvements are be
No. 1, K. T. Regular
ing made, the cuisine materially Imconclave
fourth Monlandlord
new
propose,
proved and the
day in each month at
to make the Normandie the best mod
erate priced hotel n the territory Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER. E. C.
Give this hotel a try.
H. F. STEPHENS. Recorder.

A Religious Author's Statement.
Vitalio
several years I was afflicted
For
Lobato, Algodones;
Elias Gomez, with
trouble and last winter
Taos; M. Jones, Denver; H. S. Arnold, I was kidney
stricken with a severe
suddenly
E. C. Arnold, Pecos; A. E. Cross;
in
my kidneys and was confined
Peter N. Kruse, Louis L. LaGur, pain
to bed eight days unable to get up
Spencer, Louisiana; A. Meredith; H.
without assistance. My uriue containG. Ferran, Tucumcari;
William
G.
ed a thick white sediment and I passMay.
ed same frequently day and night.
Coronado.
I commenced taking Foley's Kidney
Thomas Sandoval, Fulsom: Neal
and the pain gradually abated
Collins, Chloride, Texas; John W. Remedy,
and finally ceased and my urine beHenry, Chrolno, Colo.; C. E. Insrle Es- - came normal. I
cheerfully recommend
tancia; A. Gonzales, Glorieta.
Foley's Kidney Remedy. Sold by all

M. A. Morris, Albuquerque;

The New Mexican ean ao printing
equal to that done in any of the largo
cities. Our solicitor, every piece ol
6 30 P. m, work we turn out. Try our stock once
49
Arr,
10 00 a. m.
Lv. lies Moines,
45
5 15 p. in.
Lv
4
10 12 a. ra.
"
Rumaldo,
will certainly come again. We
4 55 p. in. and you
" liHtlnian
11
FAMOUS OUTLAW
10 35 a, m.
" Oapulln
4 35 p. in. have all the facilities fo rturning out
16
10 60 a. m.
25
4
"
29
DIES AT ROSWELL
20
11 06 a. m,
Vigil
every class of work, including one of
3 66
24
11 20 a. m
26
'J Thompson
West.
"
18
3 30
the best binderies In the
81
11 45 a. m.
2 55
" Cunningham
7
Roswell, N. M.t Jan. 23. .Tom L.
42
12 20 p. m.
Ollltoii Houe Junction "
2
30
Arr,
12 46 p. m,
Arr.
0
RATON N M
49
12 25
There is no Quinine, nothing whatever Cook, aged 37 years, died at 6 o'clock
Lv.
Lv.
I 80 p. m.
12 05
7
42
Lv,
Ollfton House Junction "
8 60 p. m.
at a rooming
or sickening in Preventics. Wednesday morning
13
811 40 a. m. harsh
49
64 16 p. m,
Preston
,"
11 06 a' in.
23
These little Candy Cold Cure Tablets place on North Missouri avenue, on
4 46 p III.
68
Koehler
"
11 15 a. in.
20
56
4 65 p. m.
Koehler Jnct.
act as by magic. A few hours and North Hill, Roswell, N. M.. where he
10 15 a. m.
33
!t6 60 p. m.
68
Oolfax
had been making his home since com"
43
41
9
m.
a,
77
6 15 p, m.
Oerrososo
your threatening Cold is broken.
9 25 a. in.
Lv
6 35 p. ni.
Arr
ing here about 3 weeks ago, a sufferer
47
OIMARKON N. M.
83
7 50 a. in. Candylike in taste, Preventics please
7 08 p. m.
Arr.
Lv.
and almost dead with tuberculosis.
7
40
50
m.
a.
N.
Lv
children
and
break
M,
the
Nash
.. 10 p. m.
the
they
7 25 a. in.
63
7. 23 p. ra.
89
Before his death, according to the
Harlan
is
of
all
And
least
7
always.
00 a. in.
69
7. 45 p. m.
Ute Park
94
Roswell Daily Record, he told the
48
PreA
the economy.
large box
of his life to a friend and it
story
25 cents.
Ask
ventics
your
druggist.
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N. He knows!
Sold by Stripling, Bur- was an intersting one, for, according
to the man's own statement, he was
M., 6:15 p. m.
rows & Co.
$ Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
the famous Bill Cook, the notorious
1:55 a. m.
The New Mexican FrVAtmg company bandit whose band terrorized OklaStage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Is prepared to furnish Cards de vite homa at about the time the Dalton
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows: or ladies and for
gentlemen on short gang was in the saddle. Jim was a
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
notice in first class style at reasonable member of his brother's gang, and
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
or printed, an adviser of his bi ther. The body
;rices, either engraved
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
Mexican
New
at
the
tall
Printingcom- - is being held at the Ullery undertakTracK connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
ing rooms, awaiting word from the
S. at Des Moines, E. P AS W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
deceased s wife, mother and father,
Don't Take the Risk.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
When you have a bad cough or cold all of whom live in different towns in
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate, do not let it drag along until it be-- Oklahoma, and all of whim have been'
comes chronic bronchitis or develops te'egraphed.
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo into an attack of pneumonia, but give
The Cook brothers we're reared in
Lobo, it the attention it deserves and get rid Fort, Smith, Ark., and when
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
entering
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
of it. Take Chamberlain's Cough Rem- - upon young manhood went to the
and you are sure of prompt relief. lahoma and what was then Indian
W. A. GORMAN,
H. J, DEDMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
From a small beginning the sale and Territory country.
They "went to
Superintendent V. Ores, and Gen JMgr- Gen Pass- Agent use of this prepaartion has extended the bad" and got into the train rob-tRATON. N. M.
RATON. N. IW
all parts of the United States and bing buisness. It was not long before
RATON, N itt.
to many foreign countries.
Its many they had an organized band that
cu'es of coughs and colds tracted the attention of the whole
have won for it this wide reputation' country. They committed many
extensive use. Sold by all drug- - beries ,and were accused of many
more which they did not commit. Like
gists.
all others who have
gone before,
The seam and record looxe tor no- they were finally caught: and after
taries public for sale by the New trial were sent to United States prisMexican Printing company at very on at Columbus, Ohio. Jim contract- reasonable rates. Seals for lncorpor- - ed consumption while in prison and
GOLDEN
TAKE
ated companies are also handled. Call when the prison officials saw that he
at or address the New Mexican Print could not recover, turned him loose.
Ing company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
That was about six months ago, and
11:10 A. itt.
At
when he came here three weeks ago
Many little lives nave peen savea it was in the last hope of being cured
P. Itt.
Be in El
by Foley's Honey and Tar, tor coughs, by the New Mexico climate .
Bill Cook's capture near this city
colds, croup and whooping cough. It
Is the only safe remedy for infants twelve years ago is remembered by
and children as it contains no opiates many old timers, and was inteersting- or other narcotic drugs, and children y recounted to a Record reporter by
like Foley's Honey and Tar. Careful Fred Higgins' this morning. Cook had
mothers keep a bottle in the house. punched cattle in this country before
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journey via
Refuse substitutes. Sold by all
he got in trouble in Oklahoma. When
the S. F. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
he and his gang were crowded too
No. 1.
DAILY

2

'DAILY

Q

23, 1909.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south aide of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons arocor
dially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
Secretary

a. p. o. e.

druggists.

Santa Fe Lodg No, 460, B. P. O. &
holds
Its regular session on the sec-nHerewith are some bargains offered
and fourth Wednesdays of each
comby the New Mexican Printing
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the and welcome.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
T. P. GABLE),
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Exalted Ruler
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
J. D. SENA.
two for $10.

d

Pleadings,

$6;

the

Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each. New
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compilation Mining Laws, 50c. Money's
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.

8cretarv

Stomach Trouble Cured.
If you have any trouble with your
stomach you should take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Mr,. J.
P. Klote of Edina, Mo., says: "I have
used a great many different medicines
for stomach trouble, but find Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
more beneficial than any other remedy
I ever used."
For sale by all

Subscribe for the Dally New
and get the news.

Subscribe

for tne New Mexican.

1

-

-

o

I

LIVERY STABLE

Ok-ed-y

;

roh-an-

Going to U Paso?

d

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HOPSFS. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURR1ES, HCKS

NO. 9

CALL UP 'PHONE

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished.

Rates Right.

STATE LIMITED

THE

CHAS. CLOSSOW.

Torrance at

Paso at 5:30

this splendid service the first time you have
sion to go El Paso.
V.

occas--

'

R- -

STILES,
Gerieral Passenger Agent.
El Paso. Texas,

Direct Route
TO

&

mm

HI0

k,

"

Staff-Kidne-

y

j
i

Through the s ti e Sn Luis valley, Also to the
Sah Juan couitry of Colorado.
For in'orrmtioi as to rates, train service, descriptive literature, etc. call cn or address.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P.

Denver, Colo.

T. A.
F. H. cTVIcBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
BUSINESS, REFREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE- - YOU A GREAT
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

an-pan-

cow-punchi-

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denvir Colorado Springs aid Pueblo
is Via the
DENVER

closely he came to New Mexico, ac- y
companied to Roswell by Turner,
other member of the gang. Jim Cook
had been caught in Oklahoma Turn-worer was captured by Charley Perry a
deputy sheriff ,and Fred Higgins, wiio
was then city marshal, this capture
being effected in Grant's blacksmith
shop, which stood at the corner of
and Fourth streets on the pres- Main
no
case
on
is
There
record of a
of the Western Grocery Co.
ent
site
cough, cold or la grippe developing
wa taken without a bit of
Turner
Into pneumonia after Foley's Honey
but
Bl
,wa
and Tar has been taken, as it cures trol'b,,e'
the most obstinate deep seated coughs would put up a fight. He was followed
and colds. Why take anything else. lOWaru lilts muumtuiio, jreny, iiiftBiuo
and several others joining in the
Sold by all druggists.
chase. Perry and another deputp located him at the home of "Old Man"
'
The New Mexican Printing com- Stafford, one mile this side of the
pany has on hand a large supply of town of Capitan. Stafford had been a
pads and tablets suitable for school friend of Cook in the latter's
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
days and Cook had gone to
and merchants; good everywhere. We
house
his
seeking shelter. But when
trill sell them at S cents in hook form. Stafford learned that Cook was a
fug
itive from justice, he helped plan his
You would not delay taking Foleys
y
capture. It was arranged that
Remedy at the first sign of or(j was to "play sick" the next morn-kidneor bladder trouble If you real- - jng and send Cook down to the stable
ized that neglect
might result in to feed the horses. This scheme was
Bright's disease or diabetes. Foley's carired out and proved to be success-Kidne- y
Remedy corrects Irregularities fUl, for Cook went to the stable "In
and cures all kidney and bladder Is- - his shirt sleeves" and without his
orders. Sol by all ruggists.
guns. perry and his ceput yeasily got
the drop on Cook as he entered the
The New MexicM nnnng company barn and secured him without the
has ready and for sain
and least bit of trouble. Bill was sent to
correct compilations of the territorial Oklahoma for trial and convicted. The
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of fact that the place of his final capt- tne territorial road laws, pprice 50 urje snouui ne tne piace oi nis Drom- cents, and of the territorial mining er's death is a striking coincidence
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These that cannot be passed without notice.
can be purchased by applying in per-Hon or by mall at the office of the Besides 90 large cups from each 25c
package of Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee,
company.
"
I now put in a 25c clever silvered
Coffee Strainer Coupon. Look
Legal blanks Dotr. ftngtlsh and
Made
Spanish for sale by the New Mex-ca- for it, besides, most perfect.
only from pure toasted cereals, malt,
Printing: company.
nuts, etc. Sold by Cartwrlght-Davl- s
Co.
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
The New Mexican Printing com- has on hand a large "supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants;
good evervwhere.
We- will sell them at 5 cents in book
form.

RdbW Stamps

"No-Drip-

PRICE-LIS- T
15e
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches "ng
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
20c.
Inches long ...
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each additional line on stamp, 15tV
Or.e-lin- e
25o.
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 Inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
ISO.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on 8tamp count as two lines,)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch' Inch In sfz, we charge for one
Where type used is over one-hainch or fraction.
line for each one-ha- lf
One-lin- e

2

....

lf

DATES, ETC.
Wo
Local Dater any town and date for
In
.50
and
Dater
month,
year
day
Ledger
.35
Dater
line
Regular
1.B0
.....
Model
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The Live Commercial Citj of the Estancia Valley

FUTURE

RAILROAD METROPOLIS

OF

JLOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OF- F
SANTA FE RYf

NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF Wl LLARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico W laid out in thp fall of
it is nnva thriving city of nearly 1000 mnabitaots. It lies on the main line of int
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and west fro.ti
Chicago to a!! California points and the Santa Fe Central ftauwa.y muumg
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection wiui tue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schopls. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool, The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

O

-

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam Line of the Santa
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing 16,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up-tdate modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central
New Mexico, Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be
70-fo-

estimated.

THE WILLI ARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

THE

COMPANY

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ELEM TOWNS. T

WILLARO TOWNSITE

i
'WW

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MA1LTAND FREICHT TRAINS.;
(OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER. THE MAIN LINE ,THROUG II

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms tine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

;

semi-annuall-

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pre-

i

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
E. P. DAVIES, Agent

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
:

:

APPLY TO

:

:

:

of Company.

:

and strange, fantastic
forms that have no names. Irrespective of its coloring, the region would
deserve to rank among the world's
wonders. Yet its coloring is the greatest wonder of all. Here may be seen
a red wall five hundred feet high and
a hundred miles long. Yonder is a
coal black cliff of hardened lava, rising from a valley floor of srow white
alkali. In other p'aces are mural
faces of white or gray sandstone extending for scores of miles, and tilted rock strata, of various hues, rising to dizzy heights that a day's hard
riding on horseback will hardly carry
one past. From any vantage point,
one may survey a glowing landscape
that shows a hundred shades of pink,
gray, green, red, chocolate, carmine,
crimson, mauve, salmon, brown, yellow and olive. Near Indian Wells is
a seemingly interminable line of tall
all garbed in different
hues, on guard in this land of enchantment. No wonder that the Spanish
explorers, when they first beheld this
harsh but glorious land, more than
three hundred and fifty years ago,
named It "El Pintado Desierto."
Hence, the Painted Desert deserves
better of the tourist and sighteer, possessed of the laudable desire to see
and know something of this wonderful land of ours, than to be viewed as
a mere Incident of a long and laborious journey with some other objective. Nine miles north of Adamana,
on the Santa Fe route, is Dead River
Canyon, from the rim of which one
may obtain a view of the Painted Desert that can hardly be matched elsewhere for scenic interest. The drive
requires not more than two hours, over a road that possesses more than
ordinary interest on account of the
fact that it crosses the old Central
Overland Stage Route the far western extension of the historic Santa
Fe Trail. Although this has not been
traversed for more than a quarter of
a century, the deep ruts worn by the
wheels of the stage coaches, freighting caravans and prairie schooners ot
the emigrants bound for the far off
land of gold in the exciting years that
Wan with '49, are still plainly visible. Just on the brink of the canyon
is an ancient cedar tree the only one
for miles around. Tradition has It
that here was the favorite rendezvous and camping place of a band
of outlaws and cattle rustlers that
terrorized this part of Arizona for
many years. Hence, the spot is locally famous as the "Robbers' Roost."
To descend into the canyon with team
and wagon is not possible, so that
sightseers always eat their luncheon
at this place, to fortify themselves
for a few hours of strenuous walking.
.Water, as well as food, must be taken
a Ion sr. for this is a "desert" in fact,
as well as in name. However, Mr.

monuments,

OF PARADISE,

SUGK

SEEMS "EL

HO

DESIER10"

Nature Has Lavished Her Most Beautiful
Tints Upon the Region From the Rio
Grande to the Colorado River
for the New Mexican by the Gila and the Virgin rivers, Bill
John L. Cowan.)
Williams Fork, and Havasu, Walnut,
There is no more vague and indefi- Oak, Willow, Diamond and Bluewater
nite term in American geography than creeks traverse other portions. Parts
"the Painted Desert." There are maps of the desert area are mere wastes of
sand but other parts
that confine the term to a narrow
are chaotic "bad lands," upon which
strip of territory along the Little Colo
rado river, but anyone at all familiar the Master Painter of the universe
with the Southwest knows that there' has spread a divine harmony of color
are numerous other regions of equal that shames the wildest flights of the
or greater extent, fully as deserving immagination.
Transcontinental travelers over the
of the title. Most school geographies
and atlases do not give the title at: Santa Fe route never fail to admire
all. George Wharton James describes and wonder at the standing rocks,1
the Painted Desert region as extend-- , red cliffs, bold mesas, black lava prec- ing from the Rio Grande indefinitely ipices, extinct volcanic craters and
westward, including the Pajarito Park, tall white walls that lend variety to
the Grand Canyon, the Mojave Desert, the view the whole way from the Rio
the Salton Sea, the Panamint, Funeral Grande valley to the Arizona boun-- j
Its northern dary. West of the Colorado river, the
and Calico mountains.
mountains ,the hills
limits are among the plateaus of south- chocolate-coloreern Utah, and its southern boundary that shade from gray to black, and
must be sought somewhere in north- from brown to purple and crimson,
ern Mexico. It Includes the Colorado compel the admiration of the least obDesert, the Mogollon plateau, the Ton-t- servant. All these are of the Painted
basin, the Verdi, Hassayampa and Desert, but they are no more than tanSalt River valleys, the Red Rock talizing hints of the greater glories
country, the Petrified Forest and the that lie beyond the car window per
purple Superstition mountains. There-tor- spective.
It extends over portions pf Colo-- ,
Most of those who forsake the Pull
rado, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona, Ne- - mans, and ever after boast of a close
vada and California. Not all of this view of the Painted Desert, inspect
vast region is deBert in character, and it only as an incident of a trip to the
only a relatively email portion of its. strange' towns of the Hop! Indians
desert expanses deserves to be de- a long and wearisome journey of a
scribed as "painted." Yet the condi- hundred miles or more from Canyon
tions of color and barrenness that' Diablo, Winslow or Holbrook. The
first suggested the name exist to a! portions one sees on such a trip are
greater or less extent throughout the not those most worthy of inspection
larger part of this great stretch of, for the wagon roads follow the lines
country. Parts of it are as fertile as of least Resistance, irrespective of the
Nevertheless, no traveler
any of the world's garden spots. It scenery.
contains some of the noblest virgin over either route will ever forget the
forests remaining in America, includ- wide outlook over the gaudy, supering a number of National Forests ag- heated sands, the fantastic sky lines,
gregating many millions of acres in the black, grim volcanic craters and
extent. It is crossed by the Conti-- : basalt cliffs, the orange and Vermil'
nental Divide. The lofty peaks of the lion "bad lands," that one might misSan Francisco and San Mateo moun-- ; take for the ruins of Paradise. The
tains, as well as the lesser heights coloring Is as rich as that of the
of the Ladrone, Zuni, Superstition, Grand Canyon and even more varied.
Mogollon, Pinal and other ranges are The prospect is limited only by the
within its borders. It is crossed by powers of human vision. The winds
one of the great rivers of America
and storms and rushing waters of
the Colorado; and a hundred smaller ages have chiseled clay, sandstone and
streams, such as the Little Colorado, basalt into images, columns, towers,
(Witten
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The lots offered are in the center of the city, well.graded and '2.000 shade trees ,on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perftct; warranty deeds
One third purchase money, cash Two-thirmay remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

JOHN BECKER, President'

&

IMPROVEMENT

CO.

WM. M. BERGER Secretary.

Al. Stevenson, of Adamana, pilots all es up to five feet in diameter. Some rain storm, of wind, water, frost, snow,
travelers by this route, and he can are thinly banded with white agate, heat and all the irresistable forces of
deand a few are highly colored, but the nature. Yonder stands a host of gisafely be trusted to attend to all
vast majority are of ebony blackness. gantic stone figures some of almost
tails.
Officially, the North Sigillaria For- angelic beauty, and others diabolic irr
To describe even the small fraction
grotesqueness among which
of the Painted Desert that is visible est was "discovered" by John Muir, their
from the Robbers' Roost is as hope-- i six or seven years ago. He was the Colorado's Garden of the Gods might
less an undertaking as to describe an first to make an intelligent examina- be lost and passed by unnoticed, so
Arizona sunset. As far as the eye can tion of the whole region, and to make numerous are the greater wonders.
carry is a succession of buttes, ter- known its extent and its popular and For hours or for days one may wanraces and castellated hills that seem scientific interest. However, it had der through the maze of winding gorg--e- s
and canyons .around titanic monuto display all the colors of the rain- been known and anathemized by Aribow. Pervading all is the mystic pur- zona cowboys for at least a generation ments over distorted buttes and crazy
before he ever saw it. Their only in- hills, until the mind becomes bewild-ere- d
ple haze of the Arid lands, that blends terest in
petrified wood was to keep
and confused with the endless
Chaos itself into a color symphony
as
from It as possible. The variety of form, and until the eye is
far
away
more celestrlal than of this sordid,
world. Away off to flinty edges of its chips and frag- weary and surfeited with the dazzling
money-grabbin- g
ments cut the hoofs of their ponies succession of delicate tints and red
the northwest is a black,
and cattle like glass, so that they splendent colors. Yet one might folof
land
mesa beyond which lies the
the Hopi Indians. To the north and shunned the North Sigillaria Forest low this strip of Painted Desert for a
as a place accursed.
hundred miles, discovering something
northwest is the land of the Navajos
It one's eyes be sharp, he may find new, beautiful and wonderful with evis
this
But
Bedouins.
American
the
and curious things ery rod. And this is but a patch of
Desolation itself, uninhabited even by many strange
desthe
with
in
the
sand, silex and rock the Painted Desert region, no more
mingled
the hardy tribes that find
ert a congenial abiding place. At fragments. There are corals and the amazing in its lawless grandeur than
fossil bones of fishes that disported a score of other patches of equal or
one's feet is the sandy, boulder-strew- n
bed of a forgotten river whose heal- themselves in ocean depths when this greater extent.
ing flow ceased ages ago, when this lofty Arizona plateau was far beEngraved cards devised and wedgorgeous land of thirst bore a far dif- low sea level. There are the fossilferent aspect when it was green with ized remains of prehistoric birds, ding invitations a specialty at the
office.
Any
tropic vegetation, and melodious with mamals and reptiles for which science New Mexican Printing
the songs of birds. From the parched has not yet invented names. On a one standing in need of such will do
desolation rise, shimmering heat larpor scale are a thousand freaks of well to call at this office and examine
waves so that one shrinks from the erosion the work of sand storm and samples, style of work and prices.
descent into the canyon as from a
fiery furnace.
However, it is not as bad as it
looks. A circuitous path leads to the
bottom of the canyon, over glittering
beds of gypsum and thick deposits of
mineral paint. Near the bottom, the
edge of a vast deposit of silicified
wood is reached. This is not the famous Petrified Forest (which is fife
teen miles south, reached by a
is
far
but
from
drive
Adamana),
larger, and in many respects not less
CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, ST, LOUIS, DENVER,
wonderful.
Officially, It is known as
EL PASO, MEXICO AND CALIFORNIA.
::
the North Sigillarla Forest. It is proof
posed to set aside 72 square miles
"PALACES ON WHEELS"
it as a National Mounment, under the
MAGNIFICENT
PULLMAN SLEEPERS
provisions of the Lacey Act, that it
in
ELEGANT
its
be
presTOURIST
I hroughl
may
preserved forever
SLEEPERS,
ent condition for the enjoyment of
FREE
RECLINING
CHAIR
CARS,
rams
I
the people. Here the tree trunks are
not agatized, as in the more famous
deposits farther south, and the amazNo Dust, No Smoke, Stone
A Perfect Railroad
ing variety of colors that distinguishloes the petrified wood of the latter
and Perfect Service
Ballast, Oil Sprinkled
cality is wanting. Most of the petrifications are glossy black, and many
Reduced Round Trip Rates to
. are
deeply marked with the "Sigillarla pittings," characteristic of the
species of tree. An examination of
the tree tops shows that many grew
like palms, without branches, the foliage forming a spreading crown at the
top. A careful examination of the
whole area has shown that there are
For Information, Time Tables and Santa Fe Literature
now only forty-twtree trunks, or
Call at. City Ticket Office. "Catron Block" East Side of Plaza
rather stumps, now standing, with the
H. S. LUTZ,
roots still embedded In the rock be-
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history, and the charm of the Old DISTINGUISHED GUEST
strong fighter who protests against
Palace Building bring to New Mexithe slaughter of Roosevelt county.
IS ENTERTAINED
co this great good fortune, and wi'l
make the Territory an Intellectual
MARKET REPORT.
(Continued From Page Five.)
center, a Mecca for scientific research. Fraternal Union of America Gives
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Banquet In Honor of Supreme
W. A. Finloy ,a prominent resident
New York, Jan. 23. Amalgamated,
78.1-2- ;
President.
of Carlsbad, Eddy county, registerd
pfd., 1013-8- ;
Atchison, 99
N. Y. Central, 128
Peun., 132
irt the Palace hoft last evening....
PITV
Union PaJanuary 22, 1909 will be a day long Southern Pacific, 120
Captain Smith H. Simpson returned
remembered in the history of Santa cific, 1791-8- ; steel, 53
to his home at Taos this morning
pfd., 1141-2- .
Fe lodge No. 259 of the Fraternal
MONEY AND METALS.
after a few days' visit In the city.
of America, for i was the ocUnion
a
is
Kaune
New York, Jan. 23. Money on call
Alice
Miss
entetraining
Denver, Colo., Jan. 23. Weath- - X casion of the first visit of Supreme nominal.
Prime nu'nv.ntile paper,
number of friends this afternoon ac
X
er
forecast for New Mexico: Fair JO President F. F. Roose, of Denver, to 3
4 per cent,
side,
south
cards at her home on the
tonight and Sunday with station- - X the local order.
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
Major W. H. H L'ewellvn left last '
X
ary temperature.
Chicago, Jan, 23, Closing .stocks:
Bright and early yesterday morning
evening for Kansas City where he
Wheat
& 1.07
a committee consisting
$1.07
will attend to important business matof Messrs.
May,
FOR RENT Six room modern cot- Gavino Rendon, D. Gonzales, R. Mon-toy- a July, 97
97
ters,
Corn May, CI
J. P. O'Brien, former agent of the tage. O. C. Watson & Co.
and Celso Ortiz, called at the
July, C2c.
A Newcomer
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Palace hotel and escorted Mr. Roose
Oats May, 515-8c- ;
New Mexico Central at Willard, reJuly, 4C
Pork January, $17.30; May, $17.22.
turned home this morning after spend- Gabriel Pop, College street, an eight-poun- d to the principal points of interest in
Lard January, $9.05; May, $9,771-2- .
baby girl. Mother and child the
ing a few days in the. city.
city.'
well.
are
to
his
Ribs January, $8.85; May, $9.00.
Gill
returns
M.
doing
W.
Judge
At promptly 8 o'clock in the office
The Young Folks Dancing club held
WOOL MARKET.
home at LeLande this evening after
L. Baca, in the Griffin
of
Hon.
R.
Wedneshouse
fairthe
at
a
dance
St.
opera
Jan. 23. Wool unchanged.
assembly
the
Louis,
legislative
seeing
Block, the meeting was called to order
23. Cattle receipts,
Jan.
day evening last. About fifteen couple
Chicago,
ly started.
the presiding officer, Mrs. Mat GOO.
one of the active were present and had a very enjoyable by
Market steady. Beeves, $4.00f?
Frank Fairr-lothR.
G.
L.
Mr.
Baca
Montoya.
guerite
new county boomers, left this after- time,
westerns,
delivered the address of welcome, C90; Texans, $4.104.80;
one
show
.
One
Show
Only
expectTonight
at
Taiban,
noon for his home
stockers
and
$3.754.50;
$3.10
feedrs,
to
which
was responded
in fitting
after
5.00; cows and heifers, $1.755.25;
ing to return to Santa Fe next week. at the opera house (tonight,
terms
A
the
by
supreme president.
calves, $7.008.75.
Messrs. E. C. Crows and J. R. Dumas which the dance of the Fire DepartMusic by 'the large class of candidates were initiatof Taiban, will however, remain on ment Running Team.
ed into the mysteries of the order and
the ground so that no enemies of the Ramirez orchestra,
were given the secret work by the disChristian Endeavor The Christian
new county will steal a march on it.
guest.
tinguished
t
John Becker, welknpwn capital- Endeavor Society of the First Presby-iAfter the meeting all members adterlan church will meet at the manse
smrt merchant nr. Belen. Valencia
GO o'clock;
35c- - SUNDAY
Dor- journed to the Coronado Cafe where a
35c.
county, and who has a host of friends Sunday evening at C:
towas
in
sumptuous
Griffin
leader.
banquet
waiting,
DINNER.
In Santa Fe, is in New York from othy
gether 'With a string orchestra which
Arizona Governor at Washington
where he will sail next Thursday to
35c
Arizona left discoursed music during the repast.
of
Governor
MENU.
a
and
35c
Kibbey
take
old
his
home,
Germany,
The
L.
Baca
R,
toastmaster,
for
week
Phoenix
acquitthis
will
Washington,
cruise In the Mediterranean.which
D. C, to take a hand in the struggle ted himself in a creditable manner,
Relishes:
keep him abroad for three months.
for
the admission of the territories to and the following toasts were respondCelery.
Hon. Arthur Seligman Is in New
ed to by Supreme President Roose
York and Washington, D. C. He will statehood.
Soup:
Ranchers Here on Court Business and the members mentioned:
Mulligatawny.
appear before the committee on terriH. S. Arnold and E. C. Arnold, of
"The Fraternal Union of America,'
BOILED.
tories next week to urge the retention
Ham with Cnampagne Sauce.
in the statehood bills of the grant of the upper Pecos country, whose ranch- by F. F, Roose.
"The Good of Our Order," by G.
Roast:
200,000 acres for the State Archaeolog1-ica- l es are located twenty miles due east
on
Rendon.
in
K. C. Prime of Beef.
are
the
of
Santa
Fe,
today
city
to
at
be located
Santa
Museum
Chicken and Sage Dressing.
"Our Perseverance and Our General
Fe, and for the grant of land to re- business in the district court.
Dance at the Library Building The Fund," by D. Gonzales.
Entrees:
lieve Santa Fe and Grant counties of
dance under the auspices of the Wom"Views of a Member," by Hon. Z.
Curry Lamb with Rice.
their railroad bonded indebtedness.
Mrs. A. L. Grimshaw of 224 Grant an's Board of Trade at the public li- Valdez, of San Miguel county.
Vegetables:
Mashed Potatoes.
evening of next
"The Ladies," by R. L. Baca.
avenue, entertained informally at a brary on Tuesday
Sugar Corn.
Dessert.
china shower party last evening for week, promises to be a very enjoyable
After
which
the
members
escorted
Mince Pie.
Lemon Pie.
Miss Maybeth Hogle in honor of her social event. Visitors in the city are their
Apple Pie.
distinguished guest to the Palwelcome,
Vanilla Ice Cream.
especially
approaching marriage to John
ace
all
ofan
him
hotel,
ideal
voting
Millet Clancy Still III Millet Clan
Barnes, manager of the Wells-Fargficer and wishing him success during
the
a
at
who
cadet
is
of
this
city,
cy,
in
this
Express1
company
city.
his trip of inspection of the numerous
Twenty-fou- r
and gentlemen New Mexico Military Institute at Ros lodges under his jurisdiction.
lady
i CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
friends were present and a pleasant well .is still confined to bed in the
evening was passed. Mrs. Grimshaw hospital of the Institution, suffering
s
of a siege of LEGISLATIVE THUMB
served refreshments and a part of the from the
Cathedral Church.
fever.
typhoid
evening was spent playing five hunNAIL SKETCHES Third Sunday after Epiphany, JanDivorce Granted In the district
"
dred.
uary 24, 1909.
intense Interest Aroused in Archae-1- . court Judge John R. McFie yesterday
It Up for Statehood-Gover- nor
First mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
of
case
in
Whooping
the
divorce
a
granted
j
ological Museum.
O.
mass at 9:30; sermon in
teleSecond
last
S.
versus
Curry
evening
Henry
A committee of ladies
Conway
consisting of Frances
L.
Chairman
E.
in
Hamilton
of
Juan
graphed
English.
San
'
live
The
parties
Mesdam.es Laughlin, Wood, Weltmer, Conway.
Third mass at 10:30; sermon in
Thomas and Miss Massie, was appoint- county and the case was heard before the committee on territories of the
House of Representatives, to report Spanish.
ed recently by the Archaeological So- James F. Fay, referee.
At 4 o'clock t .ni. vespers and benethe bill from the committee without
of
No
Desert
Painted
The
reader
This
commute was requested
ciety..
for
New
a
diction.
Mexico
to
read
waiting
fail
should
Mexican
New
to explain the import of the proposed the
delegation
to be heard on the provisions of ,the
Methodist Episcopal.
Archaeological School, and a meeting the story.The Painted Desert, from the
E. C. Anderson,
pastor.
Sunday
lien of John L. Cowan on another bill, urging at the same time that the
was held for this purpose on ThursNot only does it describe scenes provisions be made as liberal as cir- School at 9:45 a. m. Morning preachpage.
day. The following
ladies
being
cumstances would
service at 11 o'clock;
theme:
present, in addition to the members of of marvelous grandeur and beauty the bi'l be rushed to permit and that ing
Christ." Epworth League at
word
Senate.
the
it
a
also
realistic
New
is
"Serving
but
painting
the committee:
Mesdames McBee, ol
Mexico has confidence in Mr. Hamil- 6:45 p. m. Evening preaching at 7:30
Melrose; Solomon Luna, Baca, Jaffa,' by a master hand.
ton's
friendship, his fellow members p. m; theme: "Walking About' Zion."
Eighteen Years Jose Ma. Garcia,
McFie, Bishop, Hanna. James Selig"
and
in
Delegate W. H. Andrews, that
of
Episcopal.
elected
justice
man, Hall, Harroun, Akers, Miss Mas- who was recently
its
Interests
The
Church
would
be well taken care
of the Holy Faith. Rev.
the peace in the Seventeenth precinct
sie,, Misses Manderfield,
Mrs.
of. For the hearings before the sen- W. R. Dye in charge. Sunday School
Bergere, Bean, Walker, Grif- has filed his bond with Adolph and ate
committee however, Governor at 9:45 a. m. Morning prayer with
fin, Weltmer, Thomas, Bardshar, Diaz, James L. Seligman as sureties. The
National Committeeman Solo- sermon at 11 o'clock. Seats free. All
Curry,
Kinsell, Prichard, Miss Robinson, Mrs. judge has served eighteen years and
mon
Luna,
Territorial Republican cordially invited.
will
which
Schumann, Wilson, M. J. Warner and enters upon this term
Yontz. The greatest enthusiasm and make him a justice for twenty years. Chairman H. O. Bursum and two or
three others prominent politically and
interest was manifested, and all were
Back In Good Company The New in
business may go to Washington to
zealous in the cause, Mrs. Wood led Mexican welcomes back to its adverhelp all in their power to overcome
in the informal talk, followed by the
enterLeo
Hersch, the
tising columns,
if possible, whatever
reother members of the committee.
prising San Francisco street whole- mains to the passage ofopposition
the bill in the
A few points of interest were, that sale and retail merchant, and one of
the last legislature passed a bill giv- the substantial citizens of the town Senate. Governor Curry is very hopeful that the bill will pass
during the
ing the title of the Old Palace to this who is always ready to advance a
last
few days of the session of the
school, together with $2,000 for re- good cause especially when it is for
4
present Congress.
4
pairs. Upon mature consideration by the benefit of the community.
AMERICAN &
Recruits for the County War When
IRA D. SHEPAR0
all parties concerned, it was decided,
To Quiet Title Before Judge John'
EUROPEAN
Councilman McBee made up his mind
in view of the near approach of state- R. McFie in chambers
Proprietor.
PLAN
yesterday a
division of
hood, to keep the title of the building, hearing in the quieting of the title to to fight the proposed
Roosevelt county to help create a new
and turn the Old Palace into a great the Caja del Rio land
grant, just west
International State Museum. A muse- of Santa Fe was begun. The case is county, he lost no time in organizing j OJd Haryey System Man.
a loyal following to come here and
um cannot be built up without skilled No. 4123, Aniceto
Abeyta, et al., vs, combat the threatened
dismemberlabor, and scientific experts to judge Willi Spiegelberg et al. N. B.
Laugh ment.
a
adds
new
of its material. The Pennsylvania lin ls
Every
day
recruit
attorney for the plaintiffs; A. J.
State Museum recently purchased, at Abbott, A. B. Renehan, E. A. Fiske to his little army and when the battle lines are drawn there promisee'
considerable cost, what it considered and B. M. Read are
attorneys for the to be
valuable material, only to find later
interesting
developments.
Given Either in
defendants; T. B, Catron
Among the latest arrivals, bent on asthat it was all spurious and only imi- the intervenors and C. C. represents
Catron Is
SPANISH
Oft GERMAN-RAYMO- ND
sisting In the fight against the disinte"'
tation.
referee.",
gration of their county is Judge C: H.
The proposition is that the LegislaHAACKE
Receiver Appointed Judge John R. Hannum of
ture assist in maintaining a State
Melrose, where for the
Nusbaums' Washington Ave.
'McFle has appointed Emery Arnold,
past three years he has been a justice
Musuem, the title to remain with the of
or care New Mexican.
Pecos, receiver of the property in- of the peace, now
acting in the capacTerritory, the American Institute of terests of J. H. B.
is ity of
who
Gilmour,
of
preventer
the piece Ing of
Archaeology, giving, free of cost, the in the cattle
business near Cowles Roosevelt county. Hannum
skilled scientists to do the work. On
and Mcon the upper Pecos. The action was Bee were
old friends back in Oklathe board of managers, the Territory
one Nagle who claims that homa. Another
will have three members, and the In begun by
warrior
Gilmour is incompetent to manage his is C. V.
'
FOR
stitute three. New Mexico gives the business affairs.
Harris, of Portales. He is
.The
receiver
has chairman of the countv board
use of the museum for the school;
nf
mm.
SANITARIUM
not filed his bond yet and R. H. Han missioners
and is on hand with a red
they, with this little nucleus, to put
for
the defendant, has flag. With him is
na, attorney
the building in repair and build a vast filed
tax assessntv T V.
SANTA FE, N. M.
notice to set aside the receiver.
is the point New
museum. This
Morrison, primed to the limit with
Renehan and Davles we're attorneys county
Mexico people have not understood
protective ammunition. Judge
$16 and up per week.
for the plaintiff.
W. M. Gill Of La Lanita. Is nnnfhor
thus far the scope the museum Is to
Aid
Ladies'
Presbyterian
Society
have. It is expected to gather ma
terial from Alaska, Mexico, South The New Mexican Is requested by
x
America, Egypt and from all over the the Ladies' Aid Society of the Presworld. This museum ls not expect- byterian congregation to make the
"Any one
ed to materialize immediately, to jump following announcement.
"wishing an apron made will please
from the sea as did Venus,"However, leave the order at 103 Palace avenue v, ''' Do
ed, but to grow gradually.
Should it be that you should want a
you know old (iandelurlo,
with such a vigorous parentage as the for Mrs. Corrick.V or with Mrs. I,
gem
relics and curious?
Indian
Oandelarlo has them
one can show you tlio way
Archaeological Institute, It is thought Sparks. The society thanks the pubAny
Sapphires, garnets, and torquols blue
In the Ancient town of Santa Fe
that she will begin to "take notice ' lic for the liberal patronage in the if,
Amethysts, ruble and opals too
To Candclftiio'H,
and be keeping company soon, and past and solocits its continuance In
i'.
Aa good as you want he can furnish
party. Those the future, and especially for the an
even have a coming-ou- t
Ox
beneath tho old
('art
the
In
shop
;
you
o( Indian art.
who have carefully Investigated this nual Easter Sale. All orders will
All the
Can Oandelarlo
attention
of the
the
receive
prompt
opthe
Oandelai'.o
is
it
think
Has
greatest
proposition
K
of the apron committee."
In the ancient town of Santa Fe
Bowsand Baskets and Tottery
portunity that has come to New Mexi- chairman
Is Oandelarlo.
Beaton Stiver and llliifree
Discussed Woodcraft Matters Tru
co for years, and only wants to be
Any one can show you the way
Kvry old klnd-o- trumpery
understood to,, be appreciated by all. man Plantz, of Warsaw, 111., attor
To Oandelarlo
Has Oandelarlo
This Institute of Archaeology Is char nev for the Modern Woodmen of
For anything you want to know
to
pro
want
For an Indian Blanket you
tered by thle Federal government, America, and A. N. Bort, of Beloit
For any kind of a Ourto
( 'andelarlo
To
affilof
na
board
of
'the
Wis., chairman,
has branches in all the states,
Go to Oandelarlo,
ftnd
He
z.arapes
has
Ohlmayos
iates with all the leading universities tional directors of that order, were
W
Old htilletas and Navajoes
now maintains archaeological schools present at an open meeting of the
are all the kinds that anyone
There
at Rome. Jerusalem and Athens, and local camp in Odd Fellows' hall last
knows
will found this one school in Ameri evening, and addressed an assembly
At (inndelarlos
Santa Fe
upon Woodcraft smatters.
ca.
Does anyone imagine that the en camp was organized but a few weeks
dowment for the one at home would be ago and is to be congratulated upon
nuu ujjuu w
less than those abroad? "That which I la ftlUWLU till ll dlil-iilof ing honored with the presence of two
earnest
an
301 303 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M,
but
done
tis'
have
w
they
m
ao.
so
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sucn
will
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the things which they
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All our goods must be sold in loss than thirty days, We are
making most unusual prices to move them quickly. Oar prices
are in many cases much less than these goods could; be bought for
in wholesale quantities. This is an unusual opportunity for mtr
p.hA,nts. hntels and lat 29 buyers generally to buy good goods for
ess than their value.

TOBACCO
15c
5c 25c tins Oriental Mixture
25c
50c tins Monte Christo
5c Thiee 15c bags Bob White Mixture.25c
Granulated or Auto Plug Cut
25c
45c tins Salmagundi for
25c vacuum cans of Old Rip, Yale,
25c tins English Bird's Eye. . . . . . .15c
Cornell, Perique and other high
25c
15c Three 10c tins Wave Cut
'..
class blends for
20c Three 10c tins Preferred Stock... 25c
35c cans Lime Kiln Club

Two
Two

packages Recorte
packages Pick Leaf

five-cen- t

five-cen- t

PIPES AND SMOKERS ARTICLES
are selling of four vary large stock of these goods at very
considerable reductions. If you want a pipe or think you are
likely to need one in the next year it will pay you to get around
now. 3.00 pipes for $2.25; 5. 00 pipes for $3.75 50 cents pipe for
35 cents. 35 cents pipes for 25 cents; 25 cents pipes for 20 cents
and all others in proportion,
We

GOODS IN GLASS
i 35c Heinz
$ .25
Two 50c jars of French Imported
Jelly for
two
.55
Kitchen
for
Bouquet,
Sprouts, or
Peas, Brussells
40e
Ferndell
Preserves....; .30
jars
$ .75
mixed vegetables for
20c
Beechnut
Jelly 6 for.. 1.00
jars
15c bottle Pickles, Red Hot, Pica50c
Tea
Garden
Three
Preserves. 1.00
10
lilli, Chow Chow, etc., for
45c Marasquino Cherries...
35
20
25c bottles Pickles for
25c Marisquino Cherries
... .20
25c bottles of Midget Pickles for. .15 25c Jams, in glass, for
20
20
15 35c
25c bottles Malt Vinegar for
Jelly
25
30c bottles C. & B. Malt Vinegar. .25 35c Senf Girkin
22
25 30c jars Preserves
35c Banquet Relish for
20 20c bottles Tabasco Catsup. .. .12
Anchovies, in glass
12
25 Bayle's Chili Sauce for
45c Tomato Relish
Bar-le-Du- c

CANNED GOODS
20c cans celery for
2

cans Sauer Kraut

$ .15 20c Plum Pudding for
25 Two 30c cans of Piatt's Grated

.$ .15

or

Sliced Pineapple
15
cana Asparagus
Singapore Sliced Pineapple
15
25c cans Beets
Two 25c cans extra Standard
10
20c cans Bacon and Greens
Peaches
30c Extra Standard Pears for
Three 40c cans Ferndell Sliced or
20c cans Peaches, Pears, ApriPitted Red
Whole Peaches,
cots, Plums, Grapes, or Black
Cherries, or Sliced Apricots for 1.00
berries for
Three 40c cans Heinz Apple
1.00 25c cans Veal or Cottage,, or
Butter
10
Condensed Soup, per can
Hamburger Loaf for
10 25c cans Melrose Pate
15c cans Jams
20c cans Jams for
.15,15c cans Melrose Pate
Plum
25c cans Eros Caviar
75c can of
. .
.50 Two 10c cans Smoked Herrin
Pudding for

45
20

25c

,

Franco-America-

35

20

15
15
15
10

.15
.15

n

GRANITE WARE.
Our stock of Graniteware is somewhat broken, but we can still supply
many articles at very low prices.

Granite washbasins from 15c up.
Milk pans at 10c, 15c and 20c.
Preserve kettles at 15c, 20c, etc.)
Tea kettles at 60c.

40

Granite buckets at 45c and 55c.
WThite granite platters at
and 55c.
Japanned coal hods at 20c.

Granite collanders, dippers, pudding pans, etc., at all prices, from
per cent below normal.

25c, 35c

to

30

SARDINES.
We have almost all kinds of sardines still in stock. Some have been
e
sold out, of others the quantity is limited. These prices will move the
iiifiiltiSaa
quickly.
ll&ljfeijMiiai&dJltf
bal-auc-

15c
20c
12

ety, excellent quality and prices away
$1.65 and $1.75 doz. down.
Sardines for 10c. Large vari

Sardines for
Sardines for

c

$1.35 dozen.

SOAP.
Our stock of soap, both laundry and toilet is still large. We must sell
these goods at some price and we will. Do you want your share of these
too late?
bargains, or will you wait until it is

!

,

Cofonado Cafo
--

o

after-effect-

Cart-wrigh-

t,

EAT AT

Claire Cafe

GRAMMAR LESSONS

...

;

'

anti-divisio- n

THE SICK

,

Fairbank's scouring soap, 5c.
35c boxes toilet soap for 25c.
20c.
Twenty Mule soap chips, two for
25c boxes toilet soap 15c and
15c.
12
15c boxes toilet soap for 10c and
Cudahy's Borax soap, six bars for
Two big bars castile soap, old price 25c.
Twenty Mule soap, now 5c Instead
20s each, now two for a quarter.
four bars for a quarter.
of
25c.
Four bars Fel's Naphtha soap,
10c Pyramid' washing powder now
6" bars Fairy soap, 25c.
5c.
23 bars Lenox soap for $1.
5c Pyramid washing powder now
5
barsj
White House laundry soap,
'two for 5c- for 10c
CEREALS.
10c Ralston

CANDELAKIO

full-fled- g

.

Health coffee,

5c.

,

Two 20c packages Faranose, 25c.
20c cans Royal Seal Rolled Oats,
cent packages Dr
Six twenty-fiveach package sealed and will keep
Snoop's Health coffee, $1.
indefinitely, now 15c.
e

CANE SYRUP.
is very popular with those who like the genPure
Cane
Syrup
Wogan'a
is put up under the Cero de Batterie brand,
It
uine Southern cane syrup.
reduced prices.
at
it
are
greatly
we
selling
and
65c cans, for 45c.
25c cans now 20c; two for 35c.
$1.25

DR. DIAZ

cans for 90c.

mm is
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